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Textdefinition 

Original text

 : Artikelgröße
 : Print group, print size 
 : Packing 

packs : K= box, P= poly bag, NWP= non-woven bag, 
VP= velor bag, N= not individually packed

Itemnumber

10067
Metal ballpoint pen with touch function  
Metal ballpoint pen with touch function at the tip of the 
pen. We will laser your advertising to the right of the clip

 14,5 × ø 1 cm |  L1 5 × 0,6 |  P

10067

 14,5 × ø 1 cm |  L1 5 × 0,6 |  P

Art. 9999300 UM 3  
Super heavy duty battery
1,41 €/pc.

Art. 9999400 UM 4  
Super heavy duty battery
1,14 €/pc.

General information

All rights to the logos and brands shown are the sole property of the respective copyright 
holders.   
*= This is packaging that is used to protect the item and is not to be regarded as gift packaging.   
**= Initial advertising costs are per printing point and per printing colour.  If a multi-colored 
print or digital print or an embroidery is specified in the item description, the advertising costs 
are only incurred once.   
Sale only to traders or similar institutions.  All prices are ex works plus 
statutory VAT. Our general terms and conditions apply, which can be 
found on our website or we can send them to you on request.

A-Z index Page Page Page

Goods are dispatched from our 
warehouse within 48 hours with 
advertising.  Or faster
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92691 73165

72638

73165
Candle in frosted glass with bamboo lid
Candle in an elegant frosted glass with bamboo lid, decorative and 
versatile. Your logo will be engraved on the lid.

 ø 6,1 × 7,9 cm |  L3 ø 5 |  K

92691
Rechargeable Table lamp with touch sensor - including charging ca-
ble
Aluminum table lamp (3.5W) with touch sensor, continuously dimma-
ble and a 3,600 mAh battery that gives you light for 5-20 hours. The 
table lamp is rechargeable - cable included. We will put your logo on 
the lampshade.

 ø 10,8 × 37 cm |  L3 7 × 2,5 |  K

72638
Aroma humidifier with color changing LED light
Aroma humidifier with colour changing LED light. The humidifier has a 
capacity of approx. 130ml and can be enriched with essential oils. The 
humidifier is operated with the included USB cable. We will engrave 
your logo on the humidifier.

 ø 9 × 8,9 cm |  T3 3 × 1 |  K

3.600 mAh, 
 touchfunction
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1062093172

9317093173

93172
Star pendant set
Set of three red felt stars with cord and wooden bead, decorative not 
only for the Christmas season. Your logo will be applied to the individ-
ual packaging by label.

 7 × 1 × 20 cm |  T3 5 × 3 |  P

10620
Pencils with different heads
Wooden pencil with various rubber heads and colours. We will print 
your advertising on the shaft.

 19,3 × ø 0,7 cm |  T1 4 × 0,5 |  P

93170
Christmas tree tag painting set
10-piece wooden Christmas tree tag painting set with 3 wooden tags 
to paint, separate hangers and 4 coloured crayons in an eco-friendly 
packaging. Your logo will be printed on the packaging.

 12,2 × 9,4 × 1,4 cm |  T3 3 × 2 |  K

93173
Bamboo star pendant
Star-shaped Christmas or decorative pendant made of bamboo with a 
hanging loop. Your logo will be engraved on the star.

 6 × 0,2 × 6 cm |  L1 2 × 2 |  N

EXPRESS
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80621

63169

63169
Christmassy blanket
Cuddly blanket made of 200g/m² fleece in a christmassy printed draw-
string. Your logo will be placed on the bag.

 130 × 170 cm |  TT2 10 × 6 |  B

80621
Advent calendar
Advent Calendar “Tools”. The calendar includes a tool for each day of 
Advent (includes 2 pliers, bits, screwdrivers in diverse sizes and pointed 
tweezers). Your advertising will be printed on the bottom corner of 
the calendar.

 42,5 × 4,5 × 30,5 cm |  S1 11 × 8 |  K

zero calorie advent calendar
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80538

8317193359

80538
X-mas hot water bottle
Rubber hot water bottle with a wool-knitted Christmas cover/sleeve. 
Filling capacity 500ml. We will print your logo on the back.

 15 × 5 × 26 cm |  TT3 10 × 10 |  N

83171
Cutlery pad in Christmas tree shape
Christmassy felt cutlery pad  in Christmas tree shape, suitable for knife, 
fork and spoon. Your logo will be engraved on the mat.

 17 × 1,5 × 21,5 cm |  TT1 6 × 6 |  K

93359
Star set made of felt
Star set made of felt, containing 4 large, 4 middle-sized and 74 small 
decorative felt pads, for a perfectly decorated table. We will place your 
advertising on a label on the packaging.

 30 × 30 cm |  ETN1 5 × 5 |  P

05 07
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82536 82539

82539
Chrstimas mug
Classic ceramic mug with a Christmas motif and a capacity of 300 ml. 
Individually packed in a cardboard box made of recycled paper. Your 
advertising will be removed from the box by means of a label.

 ø 8,5 × 8,3 cm |  ETN1 4 × 4 |  K

82536
Set of 2 Christmas mugs
Set of two ceramic mugs with a Christmas motif and a capacity of 300 
ml each. The sophisticated packaging looks good and is environmen-
tally friendly. Your advertising will be attached to the packaging by 
means of a label.

 18,7 × 8,6 × 11,2 cm |  ETN1 4 × 4 |  K

300ml -  
food safe

300ml -  
food safe
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8018782660

80554

80187
Elk shaped nutcracker
Aluminium elk-shaped nutcracker, with lever mechanism. Your logo 
will be laser engraved.

 16,5 × 4,3 × 15,5 cm |  L2 5 × 1 |  K

82660
Nutcraker with bamboo bowl
Practical metal nutcracker with matching bamboo bowl and a recess 
for waste. Your advertising will be lasered into the recess.

 24 × 17 × 2 cm |  L3 5 × 2 |  K

80554
Chocolate fondue set
Chocolate fondue set made of porcelain, including 2 fondue forks. Dip 
fruits or biscuits into the chocolate and enjoy this beautiful gift set. 
Your advertising will be printed on a label and sticked on the single 
box.

 ø 11,3 × 13,8 cm |  ETN1 5 × 5 |  K

EXPRESS EXPRESS

food safe food safe

food safe
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68988

83240

93241

68988
Felt bag with fir tree pendant
Felt bag with Christmassy tree pendants, which is also a great packag-
ing for other presents. We will print your logo on the bag.

 27 × 13 × 21 cm |  TT2 4 × 6 |  N

93241
christmas sock jute
Christmas sock made of jute with a white brim for filling, hanging up 
or simply as a christmas decoration by the fireplace. Your logo will be 
printed onto the sock.

 24 × 0,5 × 42 cm |  TT1 10 × 10 |  N

83240
bamboo snack tray
Bamboo snack tray in the shape of a christmas tree with three compart-
ments. A very nice, decorative accessory in the advent and christmas 
season. Your logo will be engraved in one of the compartments.

 19,3 × 27,7 × 1,4 cm |  L3 6 × 4 |  N

05

07

food safe
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62981 62982

62982
Large drawstring bag made from recycled cotton
Oeko-Tex® STANDARD 100 certified, recycled, environmentally friendly 
cotton bag with a grammage of 110g/m². 2 lashing straps are used to 
close the bag. Your advertisement will be printed on one side.

 30 × 0,2 × 46 cm |  ST 26 × 27 |  N

62981
Medium drawstring bag made from recycled cotton
Oeko-Tex® STANDARD 100 certified, recycled, environmentally friendly 
cotton bag with a grammage of 110g/m². 2 lashing straps are used to 
close the bag. Your advertisement will be printed on one side.

 25 × 0,2 × 32 cm |  ST 20 × 20 |  N

13
13

77

77
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62680

8353283531

62680
Cotton bag for 1 bottle
Oeko-Tex® STANDARD 100 certified cotton gift bag for bottles. It is 
perfect for giving gifts of this kind in a sustainable manner. We will 
print your logo on the bag.

 16,9 × 8,5 × 27,2 cm |  TT1 8 × 12 |  N

83532
Gift bag man/woman with a crystal
Gift bag with man/woman print with a build in crystal. You’ll always 
impress the right person with this bag. We will add a full colour label 
onto the bag for your advertising.

 18 × 9 × 22,8 cm |  ETN1 5 × 4 |  N

83531
Gift bag man/woman - size for a wine bottle
The perfect gift bag for wine bottles. Thanks to the different prints, 
you´ll always find the right one for anyone. We will add a full colour 
label onto the bag for your advertising.

 12 × 9 × 35 cm |  ETN1 5 × 3 |  N

MA

FE

MA

FE
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8056980570

8086060873

80569
Small Christmas paper bag
Christmas gift bag made of paper with snowflake design and two han-
dles. We will print your advertising on a label.

 18 × 8 × 23 cm |  ETN1 5 × 5 |  N

80570
Big Christmas paper bag
Large Christmas gift bag made of paper with snowflake design and two 
handles. We will print your advertising on a label.

 25,9 × 12 × 32 cm |  ETN1 5 × 5 |  N

80860
Paper bag for one bottle
Christmas paper bag with snowflake motif and 2 carrying handles. Suit-
able for a wine or champagne bottle. We will print your logo on a label.

 12 × 9 × 35 cm |  ETN1 4 × 2 |  N

60873
Gymbag with Christmas design
Non-woven gymbag with Santa Claus print. We will print your logo on 
the free area of the bag.

 37 × 0,3 × 40 cm |  S1 19 × 19 |  N
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9260592603

9357293571

92605
Gift set small
Gift set consisting of a double-walled glass cup (350ml) with bamboo 
lid, a tea bag holder and a packet of finest Earl Grey tea (15 tea bags). 
We print your logo on the lid of the gift box.

 21 × 21 × 11,2 cm |  S1 10 × 10 |  N

92603
Gift set small
Gift set consisting of a porcelaine mug and a packet of finest Earl Grey 
tea (15 tea bags). We print your logo on the lid of the gift box.

 21 × 21 × 11,2 cm |  S1 10 × 10 |  N

93572
Gift set with drinking bottle, lunch box and jute cooler bag
Gift set in environmentally friendly packaging, consisting of a lunch 
box (aluminium with a lockable bamboo lid), a jute cooler bag and a 
drinking bottle (stainless steel with a capacity of 500 ml). Your logo will 
be engraved onto the lunch box and the bottle.

 30 × 30 × 13,2 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  N

93571
Gift set with drinking bottle and lunch box
Gift set in environmentally friendly packaging, consisting of a lunch 
box (aluminium with a lockable bamboo lid) and a drinking bottle 
(stainless steel with a capacity of 300 ml). Your advertising will be en-
graved onto the lunch box and the bottle.

 21 × 21 × 11,2 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  N

food safe

food safe

food safe

food safe

300ml

500ml

350ml

400ml
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9242992596

92597

92596
Gift set large
Gift set with a red fleece blanket (180 x 120cm), a metal vacuum flask 
(500ml) and a packet of finest Earl Grey tea (15 tea bags). We print your 
logo on the lid of the gift box.

 30 × 30 × 13,2 cm |  S1 15 × 15 |  N

92429
Bamboo Items Set
Sustainable Bamboo Set consisting of a 8.000 mAh Powerbank,300 ml 
Drinking Bottle made of Stainless Steel with tea strainer and bamboo 
looking sunglasses. Your Logo will be printed on the box.

 25,5 × 26,2 × 7,5 cm |  S1 15 × 15 |  K

92597
Gift set large
Gift set with an RPET fleece blanket (120 x 150cm), a porcelain cup and 
pot set and a packet of finest Earl Grey tea (15 tea bags). We print your 
logo on the lid of the gift box.

 30 × 30 × 13,2 cm |  S1 15 × 15 |  N

food safe

food safe

500ml

400 + 200ml

RPET
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F193 F124

F101

F124
Ferraghini metal writing set
The art of writing - elegant metal writing set, includes a black-writing 
ball pen, and a blue-writing rollerball in a wonderful case. We will en-
grave your logo on the clips of the pens.

 16 × 6 × 2,3 cm |  L4 2 × 0,3 |  K

F193
Ferraghini writing set with a ball pen and a rollerball pen
Classically elegant Ferraghini writing set consisting of a ball pen with 
twist mechanism and a rollerball pen (both blue-writing) in a black 
folding box*.

 19,3 × 7,4 × 3,2 cm |  L4 3 × 0,7 |  K

F101
Ferraghini Writing Set wht Rollerball and Fountain pen
Ferraghini writing set consisting of a roller and a fountain pen made of 
aluminum. The set comes with a matching case. Your advertising will 
be lasered onto both writing instruments.

 16 × 7 × 3,6 cm |  L4 3,5 × 0,6 |  K

EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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10576 13034

1261913392

13034
Ball pen Mark Twain
High-quality Mark Twain copper ball pen with twist mechanism and 
large blue-writing refill that makes a difference. The case matches the 
ball pen in colour and captivates with its black-lacquered design. We 
will print your logo on the box.

 14,6 × ø 1,1 cm |  T4 5 × 3 |  K

10576
Mark Twain ballpen
Mark Twain metal ballpen with dark chrome-plated applications, rub-
berfinish and a large blue-writing refill. Delivered in a noble case. We 
will engrave your advertising next to the clip.

 14,5 × ø 1,2 cm |  L2 3,5 × 0,7 |  K

12619
Mark Twain writing set, in a wooden case
Mark Twain writing set consisting of a blue twist ballpoint pen and a 
fountain pen made of metal in carbon look. This set is delivered in a 
noble, high-quality wooden box. Your advertising will be engraved on 
both writing instruments.

 18,5 × 8 × 3,8 cm |  L4 3,5 × 0,6 |  K

13392
Mark Twain writing set
Mark Twain writing set in a black case, with a blue-writing ballpen with 
twist mechanism, and a fountain pen with rubberized shaft. We will 
engrave your advertising on the clip - engraving price is per writing 
utensil.

 19,5 × 7,8 × 3,7 cm |  L4 3,5 × 0,6 |  K

EXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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1257512644

12558

04

05

12644
Aluminium wrting set with pen and pencil with bamboo gripzone
Aluminium writing set consisting of a blue-writing ballpoint pen and a 
pencil, both  with bamboo gripzone. We will engrave your logo next to 
the clip of both writing instruments.

 15,5 × 4,8 × 1,3 cm |  L6 4 × 0,6 |  KS

12575
Bamboo wrting set
Writing set consisting of a blue writing ballpoint pen and a mechanical 
pencil made of bamboo with silver applications. The set is delivered 
in an environmentally friendly cardboard box. Your advertising will be 
engraved on both writing instruments to the right of the clip (engraving 
price for both writing instruments).

 17,2 × 5,2 × 2,2 cm |  L6 4 × 0,6 |  K

12558
Bamboo writing set
Writing set consisting of a blue ballpoint pen and a rollerball made 
of bamboo with silver and colored applications. The set is delivered 
in an environmentally friendly cardboard box. Your advertising will be 
engraved on both writing instruments to the right of the clip (engraving 
price for both writing instruments).

 17,2 × 5,2 × 2,1 cm |  L6 4 × 0,6 |  K

EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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1258111474

12532
12532
Mark Twain writing set
High-quality Mark Twain writing set consisting of a blue twist ballpoint 
pen with a large refill and a metal rollerball with a wooden body. The 
set is packed in a natural wooden box. Your advertising will be lasered 
to the right of the clip, the price for the engraving is for both writing 
instruments.

 17 × 5,1 × 2,4 cm |  L4 3,5 × 0,6 |  K

12581
Writing set (brass and wood)
Mini writing set consisting of a fountain pen and a rollerball made of 
wppd and brass, the capsules can be screwed onto the back of the 
writing instruments as an extension. The set is delivered in an environ-
mentally friendly cardboard box. Your advertising will be engraved on 
both writing instruments (engraving price for both writing instruments).

 10,7 × 6 × 2,5 cm |  L4 3,5 × 0,6 |  KS

11474
Cork writing set
Metal writing set with cork coating, including a twist ballpen with large 
capacity refill and a rollerball. Both pens are delivered in a cork box. 
Your logo will be engraved to the right of the clips, laser costs are for 
both pens.

 17,5 × 5,3 × 2,5 cm |  L4 4 × 0,6 |  KS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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13158

13239

11496 12550

11366

01 13

13158
Wooden ballpen with metal applications
Wooden ballpen with twist mechanism, metal applica-
tions and blue writing refill. Your logo will be engraved 
on the right next to the clip.

 14,4 × ø 1,1 cm |  L1 4 × 0,6 |  KS

13239
bamboo ballpen with touch function
Bamboo ballpen with touch function, silver applications 
and blue-writing refill. Your logo will be engraved next 
to the clip.

 14,2 ø 1,1 cm |  L1 4 × 0,6 |  KS

12550
Wooden ball pen
Wooden ballpoint pen with a blue refill, silver applications and two 
notches arround the barrel. Your advertising will be engraved to the 
right of the clip.

 14,8 × ø 1 cm |  L1 4 × 0,6 |  P

11496
Metal twist ballpen with bamboo coating
Metal twist ballpen with bamboo coating, blue writing refill, and sil-
ver applications. Your advertisement will be engraved to the right of 
the clip.

 15,4 × ø 1,4 cm |  L1 3,5 × 0,6 |  KS

11366
Cork ballpen
High-quality cork ballpen with blue writing refill. Your 
logo will be branded to the right of the clip.

 14,5 × ø 1 cm |  L1 4 × 0,6 |  P

EXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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1264312537

1323613494

13236
Twist-ballpen metal and cork
High-quality twist-action metal ballpoint pen with cork coating, 
blue-writing refill in a case that is also made of cork. Your logo will be 
engraved next to the clip.

 17,5 × 5,5 × 2,5 cm |  L1 4 × 0,6 |  KS

13494
twist function ballpen
Twist function ballpen made of metal with gold applications and 
blue-writing refill. Your logo will be engraved next to the clip.

 14,6 × ø 1,3 cm |  L1 4 × 0,6 |  P

12643
Aluminium push pen with bamboo gripzone
Retractable ballpoint pen made of aluminum with a bamboo grip zone 
and a blue refill. We engrave your logo next to the clip.

 14,5 × ø 1 cm |  L1 4 × 0,6 |  KS

12537
Metal pen with bomboo appliquees
Matt twist ballpoint pen made of metal with a blue refill and bamboo 
appliquees on both sides. Your advertising will be engraved on the 
ballpoint pen.

 14,8 × 1,1 × 1,6 cm |  L1 4 × 0,6 |  KS

EXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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10971

13339

02 03 04 05 06 08 09 10 11 12 14 29 77

03 04 05 06 09 10 11 14 77

10971
Retractable ballpen made of metal
Metal ballpoint pen with blue writing refill and fancy grip zone. Your 
advertisement will be laser engraved to the right of the clip.

 15 × ø 0,9 cm |  L1 4 × 0,5 |  P

13339
Metal ball pen
The ultimate metal ball pen for your company, with large blue writing 
refill. Your logo will be engraved below the clip.

 13,6 × ø 1 cm |  L1 4 × 0,6 |  P

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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1760510488

13238

03 04 05 09 10 44 77 99

04 05 0603 04 05 06 10 11 03 07

13238
aluminum ball pen
Aluminum ballpen with silver applications, touch function and 
blue-writing refill. Your logo will be printed next to the clip.

 14,8 × ø 1 cm |  DC0 4 × 0,6 |  P

17605
Elegant metal ball pen “slim line”
Elegant metal ball pen in a slim shape with chromed clip and blue-writ-
ing refill. We will engrave your logo next to the clip.

 13,3 × ø 0,7 cm |  L1 3,5 × 0,4 |  P

10488
Metal ball pen KING
Make your customer a KING with this royal ball pen including a 
Swarovski crystal. We will laser engrave your logo below the clip.

 14,4 × ø 0,8 cm |  L1 3,5 × 0,4 |  P

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

touchfunction
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1253812617

12565 13211

0303 0404 0505 0609 0913 10

12538
Inkless pen
Sustainable inkless pen made of bamboo with an alloyed lead that 
oxidizes on the paper. Your advertising will be engraved on the shaft. 
The gray typeface cannot be erased.

 13,8 × ø 0,9 cm |  L1 4 × 0,6 |  N

12617
Inkless Aluminium Pen
Inkless pen made of aluminum with matching case. A specially alloyed 
lead oxidizes what is written on the paper and can be erased. Your 
advertising will be lasered onto the pen.

 15,6 × ø 0,8 cm |  L1 4 × 0,5 |  E

13211
Wheatstraw and bamboo ballpen
Retractable bamboo ballpen with coloured wheatstraw applications 
and a blue-writing refill. Your logo will be laser-engraved to the right 
side next to the clip.

 14,2 × ø 1 cm |  T1 4 × 0,6 |  N

12565
Paper pen
Blue writing ballpoint pen made from recycled paper, the colored ap-
plications are made from corn. Your advertisement will be printed to 
the right of the clip.

 14,5 × ø 0,9 cm |  T1 4 × 0,5 |  N

PAPER

EXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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1316411128

23216 21558

21558
Writing set with ruler, eraser, sharpener, pencil and rollerball
Writing set including ruler, eraser, sharpener, pencil and a roller ball, 
in an environmentally friendly cotton pouch. We print your logo on 
the pouch.

 18,3 × 7,8 × 1,6 cm |  TT1 10 × 4 |  N

23216
Writing set
Writing and drawing set including 3 pencils with different degrees of 
hardness, ruler, eraser and sharpener. Your logo will be placed on the 
ruler.

 17,8 × 5 × 1,2 cm |  T2 3 × 3 |  K

13164
12-piece crayon set
Eco-friendly wooden crayon set in cardboard packaging with 12 dif-
ferent coloured crayons. Your logo will be printed on the packaging.

 18 × 8,9 × 0,8 cm |  T2 3 × 3 |  K

11128
4 colouring pencils set
Mini carboard pencil box, with 4 different colouring wooden pencils. 
We will print your logo directly on the box*.

 6 × 3,2 × 0,9 cm |  T1 3 × 1 |  K

25



2827922679

2135428865

28279
Highlighter manikin with keypad brush
Highlighter manikin with 4 coloured highlighters, a polishing fleece 
on the back, and an extendable keypad brush. We will print your logo 
on the body.

 9,4 × 10,2 × 1,7 cm |  T3 3 × 2 |  KS

22679
Adhesive notes
Set of 25 static adhesive yellow sticky notes that can be used over and 
over again. They stick to almost all smooth surfaces. Your logo will be 
printed on the paper envelope.

 8 × 0,5 × 8,4 cm |  T2 7,5 × 4 |  P

28865
Small ring-binder with sticky notes
This small ring-binder provides coloured memo strips (25 pcs each col-
our), as well as yellow, pink, and green sticky notes (25 pcs each colour), 
thus you have the adequate marking for each note. We will print your 
logo on the cover.

 9,5 × 3,4 × 7,7 cm |  T2 4 × 3 |  KS

21354
Sticky marker and sticky note book in a cork envelope
Notebook in a cork cover with 5 different colored sticky markers (25 
pieces each), yellow sticky notes (25 pieces) and a pad with 200 pages.  
Your advertising will be printed on the cover.

 8 × 1,8 × 10,5 cm |  TT1 5 × 5 |  KS
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23217 23218

28909
28909
Note pad with bamboo cover A5
Trendy and ecological: note pad in panel format with cover made of 
real bamboo and 140 lined pages made of unbleached recycling paper, 
includes a blue-writing pushbutton ball pen made of bamboo. We will 
engrave your logo on the cover.

 14,5 × 18 × 1,7 cm |  L3 4 × 2 |  KS

23218
Bamboo notebook
Bamboo notebook with 140 blank pages, spiral binding, pen loop in-
cluding a ballpen and an elastic strap closure. Your logo will be en-
graved on the front

 9,9 × 1,5 × 14,8 cm |  L3 7 × 4 |  KS

23217
Cardboard notebook
Cardboard notebook with spiral binding, 160 recycled lined pages, pen 
loop and elastic strap closure. Your logo will be printed on the front

 15,3 × 1,8 × 21,2 cm |  S1 15 × 10 |  KS

A5 - lined

A5 - lined

blanco - A6

EXPRESS
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2863620088

28759 28367

03 04 05 06

04 05 07

28636
A4 notebook, lined, with elastic strap
This large A4 notebook has a lot of space for important notes on its 
numerous lined pages. The tuck on the back and the elastic strap keep 
even small notes in place. We will print your logo on the cover.

 20,2 × 29,2 × 1,9 cm |  T3 5 × 3 |  KS

20088
Notebook with business card compartments
PU A5 notebook with 256 lined pages, ball pen sleeve and space for 6 
credit cards. We will print your logo on the front.

 14,5 × 21 × 2,5 cm |  T3 5 × 3 |  K

28367
Pocketbook with bookmark and elastic strap
This pocketbook with PU hard cover, matching coloured elastic strap, 
and bookmark provides enough space for your notes on 160 pages. We 
will print your logo on the cover.

 7,8 × 12,6 × 1,5 cm |  T3 5 × 3 |  N

28759
A5 notebook with lined pages
A5 notebook with 160 lined pages and hard cover made of PU for 
notes. With black bookmark and rubber strap. We will print your logo 
on the cover.

 14 × 21 × 1,3 cm |  T3 5 × 3 |  N

A5 - lined

A5 - lined

lined - A4

lined - A6
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22746 20826

20827

01 03
20826
Cork notebook - DIN A5
DIN A5 notebook with cork cover, 160 lined pages, bookmark, and rub-
ber band for closing. We will print your logo on the front.

 14 × 21 × 1,5 cm |  TT1 8 × 5 |  KS

22746
A5 notebook with recycled leather cover
A5 notebook with a cover made of recycled leather with elastic band 
to close, reading mark and 160 lined pages. We print your logo onto 
the notebook.

 14 × 1,6 × 21 cm |  T3 5 × 3 |  KS

20827
Cork notebook - DIN A6
DIN A6 notebook with cork cover, 160 lined pages, bookmark, and rub-
ber band for closing. We will print your logo on the front.

 9 × 14 × 1,4 cm |  TT1 5 × 4 |  KS

A5 - lined

A6 - lined

lined - A5
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2063420636

20637

20634
DIN A5 conference folder with ring binder
A5 folder made of high-quality bonded leather, with zipper, various 
pockets, pen loop, smartphone holder and stand, ring binder mecha-
nism, and lined block with a small calendar impression. We will engrave 
your logo on the outer metal plate.

 19,8 × 25,5 × 3,5 cm |  L3 3 × 1 |  NWP

20636
DIN A4 conference folder
A4 folder made of high-quality bonded leather, with business card 
slots, pen loop, smartphone holder and stand, and lined block with 
a small calendar impression. We will engrave your logo on the outer 
metal plate.

 26,5 × 35 × 4,3 cm |  L3 3 × 1 |  NWP

20637
DIN A4 conference folder with ring binder
A4 briefcase folder made of high-quality bonded leather, with zipper, 
pockets, business card slots, pen loop, smartphone holder and tablet 
stand, ring binder mechanism, and lined block with a small calendar 
impression. We will engrave your logo on the outer metal plate.

 28 × 36,8 × 6 cm |  L3 3 × 1 |  NWP

A4 - lined

A4 - lined

lined - A5

EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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21011

2012320122

20122
Document folder
Document folder made of bonded leather including a power bank 
(4.000 mAH capacity), USB-cable, 8 pockets, cell-phone pocket, ball 
pen loop and cell phone strap. We will print your logo on the folder.

 15 × 24,5 × 2,7 cm |  TT1 6 × 5 |  K

20123
A4 folder
A4 folder made of bonded leather with integrated powerbank (5.000 
mAH capacity), USB-cable, 8 pockets, cell-phone pocket, ball pen loop, 
tablet pocket and a note pad. We will print your logo on the front.

 26,2 × 33,6 × 3,1 cm |  TT1 10 × 10 |  K

21011
Conference folder A4
A4 conference folder made of 600D polyester, with note pad, several 
organizing compartments, and zipper. We will print your logo on the 
cover.

 25,5 × 34 × 2,5 cm |  S1 15 × 4 |  NWP

A4 - blanco

lined - A4
5.000 mAh

4.000 mAh
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20518

3118431498

31184
Power bank 10.000 mAh
Power bank in plastic with 10.000 mAh capacity, charging cable, and dis-
play. Through its two USB ports 2 smartphones/tablets can be charged 
simultaneously. We print your advertising on the smooth surface.

 8,8 × 6 × 2,2 cm |  T4 3 × 3 |  K

20518
Power bank 10.000 mAH
Power bank with a capacity of 10.000 mAH, USB charging cable and dig-
ital operation display to show the remaining power. You can recharge 
your smartphone several times with this plastic power bank. We will 
print your logo on the top.

 14 × 6,2 × 2,2 cm |  T4 3 × 3 |  K

31498
Power bank 20.000 mAh
Plastic power bank with 20,000 mAh capacity, digital charging display 
and charging cable included. The 2 USB ports make it easy to charge 
2 devices several times at the same time. Your advertisement will be 
printed on the power bank.

 13,9 × 6,7 × 2,6 cm |  T4 4 × 3 |  K

10.000 mAh

10.000 mAh10.000 mAh
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30823 33190

3256330824

32563
Solor power bank
Solar power bank in a bamboo housing with 8,000 mAh of power and 
a charging cable, flexibility even without a socket. The advertising is 
engraved on the bamboo surface.

 14,2 × 7,1 × 2 cm |  L2 2 × 1 |  K

33190
Wireless charger and powerbank, 8000 mAh
Wireless charger and powerbank with 8,000 mAh, 5 Watt, USB and 
USB-C input, including a bamboo charging cable. The logo will be en-
graved on the charger

 14,5 × 6,8 × 1,6 cm |  L2 5 × 5 |  K

30824
Solar powerbank - 8000 mAh
Solar powerbank made of metal, with 8000 mAh capacity and USB 
charging cable. It allows you to charge your smartphone or tablet sev-
eral times. We will engrave your logo on the back.

 15,2 × 7,5 × 1 cm |  L3 4,5 × 2 |  K

30823
Wireless powerbank - 8000 mAh
Wireless metal power bank with 8000 mAh capacity and USB charging 
cable for Android and iOS QI-enabled smartphones. Just place your 
smartphone on the powerbank and it will charge automatically. Your 
advertisement will be printed on the top.

 15,2 × 7,2 × 1,6 cm |  T3 4 × 3 |  K

8.000 mAh + wireless charging8.000 mAh + wireless charging

solar + 8.000 mAh8.000 mAh + solar
EXPRESSEXPRESS
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3149931455

2315421851

31499
Wireless charging desk pad
Bamboo desk pad with smartphone holder, wireless charger and stor-
age compartment for different utensils. USB charging cable included. 
Your logo will be engraved.

 25,5 × 13,5 × 1,8 cm |  L3 5 × 3 |  K

31455
Bamboo Wireless Charger with 2 USB ports
Wireless charger with bamboo coating and 2 USB outputs. Your logo 
will be engraved.

 9 × 9 × 1 cm |  L3 5 × 3 |  K

23154
bamboo pencil case with analogue clock
Elegant, swivelling table clock made of aluminium, integrated in a nat-
ural-coloured bamboo base with pen quiver. Your logo will be placed 
on the quiver

 17,6 × 7,6 × 11 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K

21851
Bamboo Wireless Charger with Pen Holder
Bamboo Wireless Charger with pen holder. When the charger is fully 
loaded, the green light will shine. Cable included. You Logo will be 
engraved onto the pen holder.

 7,5 × 11,7 × 13,5 cm |  L3 5 × 3 |  K

wireless charging

wireless charging wireless charging
EXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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31515 33194

2750327505

27503
Glass block with small clock
Elegant glass desk decoration with a small clock and space for your 
branding, which will be engraved directly onto the glass. Safely packed 
in a blue box* with satin inlay.

 8 × 4,8 × 9,5 cm |  L3 4 × 3 |  K

27505
Glass block with globe
Make your advertising an eye-catcher on every desk. Features remova-
ble globe and pen holder on attractive glass block. Supplied in a blue 
box*.Laser engraving on the front.

 10 × 2 × 5,7 cm |  L3 5 × 3 |  K

33194
Bamboo weather station
Bamboo weather station / wireless charger with digital display showing 
temperature, humidity and time. Provides a stable stand. Your logo will 
be engraved on the front.

 18 × 1,8 × 17 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K

31515
Desk clock with integrated wireless charger
Bamboo desk clock with smartphone holder, wireless charger, and 
storage compartment. USB charging cable included. Your logo will be 
printed.

 14,8 × 7 × 7 cm |  T4 2,5 × 4 |  K

wireless charging wireless charging

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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31462

33209 32579

33209
Bluetooth headphones
In-ear Bluetooth 5.0 headphones with 250 mAh battery, charging in-
dicator, 1-hour charging time, runtime of approx. 2-3 h and a range of 
approx. 10 m. Comes in a case with bamboo decoration and magnetic 
closure. Your logo will be engraved on the box.

 6 × 3,3 × 2,9 cm |  L2 4 × 1 |  K

32579
Inearphones in a bomboo box
Ergonomic in-ear Bluetooth 5.0 earphones with charging indicator in a 
USB charging station that serves as a storage location. Bluetooth range 
up to 10 meters, charging time approx. 1 hour, running time 2-3 hours 
and 300 mAh battery. Your advertising will be engraved on the box.

 7,5 × 4,7 × 3,2 cm |  L2 3 × 2 |  K

31462
In-ear headphones
Ergonomic in-ear Bluetooth headset with USB charging cable and 
charging cradle, which also functions as case. Running time 2-3 hours, 
charging time approx. 1 hour, 35mAh battery. Your advertisement will 
be printed on the case.

 9 × 4 × 3 cm |  DC1 5 × 2 |  K

250 mAh, charging time 1 hour, running time approx.  
2-3 hours, range 10 m

250 mAh, charging time 1 hour, running time approx.  
2-3 hours, range 8.3 m

300 mAh, charging time 1 hour, running time approx.  
2-3 hours, range 10 m

EXPRESS
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22426

43369 33207

03

07

22426
Bluetooth Speaker with inductive charger
Massive Bluetooth Speaker from Limestone Cement with brilliant 
sound and a Bamboo Surface, which is a Wireless Charger. Your Logo 
will be engraved on the Bamboo Surface.

 10,7 × 6,4 × 7,7 cm |  L3 3 × 4 |  K

33207
Bluetooth speaker
Bamboo bluetooth 5.0 speaker with 300 mAh battery, input 5V, incl. 
charging cable, charging time 2-3 hours and a runtime of approx. 3 
hours. Your logo be engraved on the speaker

 ø 6,5 × 8 cm |  L2 3 × 3 |  K

43369
Wireless bluetooth speaker
Mini bluetooth speaker with USB connection for charging and radio. 
Connect your smartphone or tablet wirelessly to the speaker, and en-
joy a perfect sound. You can listen to your favourite music in good 
sound quality with an operating distance of up to 10 meters and a runt-
ime of up to 5 hours. We will engrave your advertising on the speaker.

 ø 6 × 5,1 cm |  L2 3 × 2 |  K

300 mAh, charging time 2-3 hours, running time  
approx. 3 hours

520 mAh, charging time 2 hours, running time  
approx. 1.5 hours

6000 mAh wireless charging, range 10 m

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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22458

92647 22698

23189

22458
Bamboo Phone Holder
Bamboo Phone holder for sticking together with an opening space for 
the charging cable. Perfect for every desk. Your Logo will be engraved 
on the holder.

 8 × 6,5 × 13 cm |  L3 5 × 3 |  K

23189
Bamboo tablet and smartphone holder
Eco-friendly bamboo tablet and smartphone holder, provides a safe 
hold for the desk or on the go. Your logo will be engraved on the 
holder.

 17 × 7,6 × 1,2 cm |  L2 5 × 4 |  K

22698
Laptop tray with mousepad and mobile phone holder
Laptop tray made of bamboo with a PU mousepad and a mobile phone 
holder. Your new mobile workplace offers everything you need. We 
laser your advertising onto the tray.

 52 × 29 × 7,5 cm |  L3 5 × 3 |  K

92647
Keychain with mobile stand made from bamboo
Bamboo pendant with key ring and cord that can also be used as a 
mobile phone holder. Your logo will be engraved onto the bamboo 
surface.

 6 × 2,6 × 1,5 cm |  L2 1,5 × 1,5 |  K

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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4123843449

42591

03 04 05 06 09

41238
CrisMa wall clock
Exclusive, pioneering CrisMa design wall clock, featuring hygrometer 
and thermometer. We will print your logo on the removable plate.

 ø 34,8 × 4,5 cm |  T4 8 × 4 |  K

43449
Wall clock, half display printable
Stylish wall clock with hygro and thermometer - the key is that half of 
the display can be easily taken out and printed allover. Endless possi-
bilities for printing your advertising!

 ø 35 × 4,8 cm |  TC2 32 × 15 |  K

42591
Wooden wall clock
Wall clock made of wood with hour and minute hands and raised num-
bers made of wood. Your advertisement will be printed on the watch

 ø 31,5 × 3 cm |  T4 5 × 4 |  K

excl. 1UM3 batteryexcl. 1UM3 battery
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43518
Pocket umbrella
Pocket umbrella with colored border – made of 190T pongee and 
fiberglass. We will print your logo on one segment. Full-color print 
on request.

 ø 100 × 60 cm |  S2 15 × 10 |  P

40748
Umbrella with silver inside
Manual-opening umbrella made of pongee, silver-colored inside and 
soft grip. We will print your logo on one segment.

 ø 105 × 70 cm |  S2 18 × 8 |  P

45188
Telescope collapsible umbrella
Manually operated telescope collapsible umbrella with protective cov-
er. We will print your logo on one segment. Full-color print on request.

 ø 85 × (33 - 55) cm |  S2 15 × 10 |  P

stormsafe -  
 UV400 protection

automatic
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43223

4074745193

40885 03
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43223
RPET umbrella
Automatic pocket umbrella with fibreglass frame, cover made of re-
cycled PET bottles, wooden handle and wrist strap. Your logo will be 
printed on one segment.

 ø 100 × 56,7 cm |  S2 15 × 10 |  N

40885
Pocket umbrella with carabiner handle
Pocket umbrella made of 190T pongee with special handle in carabiner 
shape. Your advertisement will be printed on a segment.

 ø 98 × 68 cm |  S2 15 × 10 |  P

45193
Umbrella, with pushbutton
Automatic collapsible umbrella - opens and closes with push button. 
We will print your logo on one segment. Full-color print on request.

 ø 98 × (29,5-57) cm |  S2 15 × 10 |  N

40747
Umbrella
Storm-safe automatic umbrella with soft grip, made of pongee. We will 
print your logo on one segment.

 ø 103 × 64 cm |  S2 18 × 8 |  P

RPET

automatic - stormsafeautomatic
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40476

4518742416

03 07 44 99

04 05 07 10 24 29
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45187
Large umbrella with soft grip.
Large umbrella with comfortable soft grip, plastic tops, bar in carbon 
appearance and storm-safe bending technique. We will print your logo 
on one segment. Full-color print on request.

 ø 123 × 100,5 cm |  S2 25 × 20 |  N

42416
Automatic Umbrella
Automatic, Polyester Umbrella with Aluminium Shaft and softtouch 
Handle.Your Logo will be printed on one segment.

 89 × 89 × 83 cm |  S2 20 × 15 |  N

40476
Reverse umbrella - double layer - 190T pongee
This umbrella is different, that is for sure, and so will be your promotion, 
it is also easier to get into your car on a rainy day! We will print your 
logo on one segment. Full-color print on request.

 ø 120 × 88 cm |  S2 20 × 15 |  P

automatic stormsafe
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45131
Automatic umbrella
Automatic umbrella with curved wooden handle and wooden tip. We 
will print your logo on one segment. Full-color print on request.

 ø 105 × 88 cm |  S2 20 × 15 |  N

42436
Automatic Umbrella
Automatic, windproof Umbrella with fiberglass shaft, conopy made of 
recyceled PET bottles and curved wooden handle. Your Logo will be 
printed on one segment.

 ø 105 × 88 cm |  S2 20 × 15 |  N

RPET

automatic

automatic
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5267149205

92888 90995

37 48 49

52671
Rain poncho that folds into a belt bag
Foldable rain poncho with reflective stripe and a drawstring for the 
hood, which can be folded into a fanny pack. Perfect for stowing away, 
this poncho should always be with you. Your advertising will be printed 
on the bag.

 one size fits all |  S2 15 × 10 |  N

49205
Bicolour reversible raincoat, PVC,XL
Bicolour reversible raincoat, made of PVC, in standard XL size with 
pushbuttons and hood. We will print your logo on the opposite side 
of the pocket.

 XL |  S1 15 × 10 |  P

90995
Safety vest for adults
Safety vest with reflective stripes, Class 2 - ISO 20471 certified, a must 
have in every vehicle. The advertisement is printed on the heart side.

 XXL |  TT2 10 × 8 |  P

92888
Childrens’ safety jacket EN 1150:1999
Children’s safety jacket with reflecting stripes class 2, EN 1150:1999 cer-
tified. This safety jacket is a must in every car. We will print your adver-
tising on the heart side.

 S |  S2 10 × 6 |  P

phthalatefree phthalatefree
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9137993412

92677

92677
Rain cover for backpacks with reflective strips and elastic drawstring
Rain cover for backpacks with reflective stripe and elastic drawstring. 
Protect your backpack from moisture and draw attention to yourself at 
the same time. We will print your advertising onto the cover.

 50 × 35 × 25 cm |  S1 20 × 10 |  P

91379
Jogging safety pouch
Reflective safety bag for jogging, can also be used as a belt bag, with 
adjustable strap and click fastener. Your advertisement will be printed 
on the front.

 adjustable |  S1 6 × 4 |  N

93412
Safety LED wrist band
LED arm band with reflecting stripes, can be easily attached to the 
upper arm thanks to the flexible rubber band with velcro closure. By 
pushing the black button the two red LEDs will be activated, still light 
or blinking can be set up. We will print your advertising centred on 
the plastic area.

 18,5 × 4,2 × 1,9 cm |  T4 5 × 1,2 |  N

2 x button cell incl. 2 x button cell incl.
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63231 73162

2906963212

29069
CrisMa leather travel wallet
Bonded-leather travel wallet. Always have your travel documents at 
hand. We will engrave your logo on the metal plate.

 13 × 24,5 × 2,8 cm |  L3 3 × 0,7 |  NWP

63212
Shoe polishing and cleaning set
Fancy shoe polishing set with transparent and black shoe polish, shoe 
horn, cloth, 2 brushes and sponge. We will engrave your logo on the 
metal plate.

 15 × 15 × 4,7 cm |  L3 4 × 1 |  K

73162
Sewing kit
Travel sewing kit in an eco-friendly packaging with all the necessary 
utensils for a quick repair. Your logo will be printed on the paper bag.

 5,1 × 0,8 × 6,5 cm |  T2 3 × 3 |  N

63231
Shoe polishing case
Nostalgic 5-piece shoe polishing set in a high-quality roll case made 
of velvet artificial leather with pushbutton. Polish and gloss are trans-
parent. We will print your logo on the case.

 ø 7,2 × 16,7 cm |  T4 5 × 2 |  K

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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6905563533

3251640838

69055
CrisMa bonded-leather luggage tag
High-quality CrisMa bonded-leather luggage tag with metal plate, hid-
den address field and fancy white stitching. We will engrave your logo 
on the metal plate.

 6,6 × 15,5 × 0,6 cm |  L2 2,5 × 0,8 |  N

63533
Luggage scale
Digital luggage scale with overweight function and maximum capacity 
of 40kg. You can always check your luggage before travelling. We will 
print your logo on the scale.

 3,8 × 10 × 16,5 cm |  T4 2 × 2 |  K

32516
USB + C-Type Travel Set
Travel set consisting of a USB and a C-type connection, optionally on 
the mains plug or the 12-volt plug. Packed in a zipper case. Our logo 
will be printed onto the case.

 10,5 × 5,5 × 4,7 cm |  T3 5 × 2 |  K

40838
Rubberized travel adapter
Rubberized travel adapter in a case with adapters for all countries and 
2 USB ports. It allows you to charge and use your devices around the 
world. We will print your logo on the case.

 6,2 × 4,4 × 5,4 cm |  TT1 4 × 3 |  K

EXPRESS

1 x button cell incl.
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52011
Luxury bathroom set
High-quality polyester toilet bag with a metal hook and several com-
partments. We will print your logo on the bag.

 20 × 7 × 25 cm |  S1 10 × 5 |  N

63166
Cosmetic bag with cork bottom
Polyester cosmetic bag / toiletry bag with cork bottom, practical hand 
strap and zipper. Ideal for traveling and excursions. Your logo will be 
printed on one side.

 24,5 × 11,5 × 11 cm |  TT2 10 × 5 |  N

60954
Cosmetic bag
Cosmetic bag with faux leather applications and zipper for closing. Your 
advertising is printed on the front.

 27,5 × 6,5 × 13,5 cm |  S1 15 × 5 |  P

63156
Cosmetic bag
Toilet bag made of polyester with zipper and suede-look bottom. Your 
logo will be printed on the front

 25,5 × 18,5 × 4 cm |  TT1 15 × 10 |  N
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91344
Adjustable luggage strap
Adjustable polyester luggage strap (up to 1.90m) with plastic closure. 
Your advertisement will be printed on the strap.

 adjustable 5 × max.190cm |  S3 50 × 3 |  N

67573
Handy hard shell trolley
Lockable (TSA combination lock) hard shell trolley on four wheels, tel-
escopic handle, two zippers and two flexible handles. Choose between 
three trendy colours. We will print your advertising through digital print 
on an aluminum label, which will be attached with a metal chain to 
the trolley.

 32 × 24 × 56 cm |  ETP 4,5 × 3 |  P

68421
CrisMa document and pilot trolley
CrisMa document and pilot case trolley made of artificial leather with 
extra-long handle and different compartments. We will print your logo 
close to the handle.

 45 × 35 × 20 cm |  S2 4 × 2 |  NWP

on board size

on board size
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60048

63962 63801

63801
Polyester suit carrier
Big and sturdy polyester suit carrier with shoulder straps, carrying han-
dle, additional compartments and subtle metal plate on a label made 
of artificial leather. We will engrave your logo on the metal plate.

 110 × 60 × 8 cm |  L3 4,5 × 0,8 |  P

63962
Suit cover made of PEVA
Simple suit cover made of PEVA with practical viewing window and zip-
per. With opening on the top for hangers. We will print your advertising, 
up to 4 colours, on a label.

 100 × 57,5 cm |  ETN1 6 × 3 |  P

60048
Shirt case
For organized and creaseless shirts on journeys: in this practical mi-
crofibre case, shirts are perfectly folded and optimally stored at once. 
We will print your logo on the case.

 40,7 × 31 × 1,4 cm |  TT2 15 × 10 |  P
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60388
High-Quality Sportsbag
The perfect sports bag - HQ 1680D Material. This bag is perfect for your 
sport clothes. The compartment on the side is perfect for shoes or wet 
clothes - the inner compartment is huge and the front one is perfect 
for quick access. Your advertising will be printed on the front pocket.

 58 × 28 × 32 cm |  TT3 12 × 7 |  P

62646
Mark Twain Weekender
Mark Twain travel bag made of high quality canvas with contrasting PU 
applications. The shoulder strap with padding is removable. Perfect for 
a weekend getaway. Your logo will be placed on the bag.

 50 × 23 × 34 cm |  TT2 15 × 8 |  B
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61338

62650 50769

03 04 05

61338
Backpack with colored applications
Trendy backpack with snowpolyester padded shoulder straps and 
coloured applications. The backpack can be closed by simple rolling 
or folding. Your advertising will be printed on the front.

 44 × 13,5 × 50 cm |  TT2 20 × 10 |  P

50769
Backpack
600D polyester backpack with suede-look contrasting bottom and 
closing strip, with hanging loop, shoulder straps, and front compart-
ment. We will print your logo on the backpack.

 29 × 21 × 48 cm |  TT2 15 × 10 |  N

62650
Waterresistant backpack
Waterresistant backpack made of 600D PVC with reflective surfaces, 
padded shoulder straps, drinks compartment and several compart-
ments in the interior. The perfect companion in any weather. Your ad-
vertising will be printed on the backpack.

 41 × 13 × 62 cm |  S2 10 × 5 |  N

waterproof laptop  
department
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62571

61299 61334

61334
High-quality, water-resistant backpack
High-quality, water-resistant backpack made of 600 DPU, with rein-
forced, breathable shoulder straps, side and inside pockets, and safety 
compartment. Suitable for laptops up to 15,8 inches. Your logo will be 
printed on the front.

 32 × 13 × 48 cm |  TT2 15 × 15 |  NWP

61299
High-quality backpack with USB port
High-quality, water-resistant backpack made of 65% nylon and 35% 
polyurethane. With USB port and reinforced breathable shoulder 
straps. The backpack offers plenty of storage space, and it is suitable 
for laptops up to 15,6 inches. Your logo will be printed on the front.

 31 × 16 × 45 cm |  S2 20 × 7 |  NWP

62571
RPET Backpack
RPET backpack made of 300D two-tone polyester and 210D RPET with 
a lockable main compartment and two lockable side compartments. 
Padded shoulder straps and cork bottom. Easy to close by rolling or 
folding. Your advertising will be printed on the front.

 39 × 16 × 50,5 cm |  TT2 12 × 8 |  N

laptop department laptop department

REPT
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60649
Polyester gym bag
210D polyester cooler and gym bag, with insulating lining and draw-
strings. We will print your logo on one side.

 31,7 × 1 × 42,5 cm |  S1 20 × 24 |  N

68515
Gym bag made of polyester
This gym bag made of polyester is suitable for various occasions or 
carrying your training or dirty clothes. The drawstring can be used as 
carrying strap at the same time. We will print your logo on one side.

 32,5 × 0,3 × 43 cm |  S1 24 × 24 |  N

cooling bag

promo bag
laundry bag

laptop bag piknik bag

backpack

leisure bag
shoe bag

hand bag

fair bag
gym bag

cosmetic bag seat cushion

beach bag
shopping bag
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63466
Cotton gym bag
Gym bag made of environmentally friendly, natural-coloured cotton, 
ideal for sports utensils or for clothes on journeys. We will print your 
advertising on one side of the bag.

 37,5 × 0,3 × 46 cm |  ST 26 × 27 |  N

61298
ECO Tex standard 100 certified Gymbag from environmentally friend-
ly cotton (140g/m)
Gymbag from environmentally friendly cotton (140g/m) in different 
colors, ideal for sports or on-the-go. Your logo will be printed on one 
side.

 40 × 0,3 × 52 cm |  ST2 26 × 27 |  N

62543
Rexycled cotton bag
Oeko-Tex® STANDARD 100 certified gym cotton bag made from recy-
cled cotton. Grammage 140g/m². The advertisement is printed on one 
side of the bag.

 37,5 × 0,3 × 42 cm |  ST2 26 × 27 |  N

COTTON
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62547 62164

6346461486

62547
Short-handled shopping bag
Natural-coloured, environmentally friendly cotton bag (140g/m²) with 
two short handles.We will print your logo on one side.

 38 × 0,3 × 41 cm |  ST 26 × 27 |  N

62164
Long-handled shopping bag
Natural-coloured, environmentally friendly cotton bag (140g/m²) with 
two long handles. We will print your logo on one side.

 37 × 0,2 × 41 cm |  ST 26 × 27 |  N

63464
Cotton bag with short handles
Pharmacy bag made of natural-coloured cotton (140g/m²), environ-
mentally friendly. You will find the perfect space for your small pur-
chases. We will print your advertising on one side of the bag.

 28 × 0,2 × 32 cm |  ST 20 × 20 |  N

61486
Cotton pharmacist bag
Small pharmacy bag made of natural-colored cotton. Your advertise-
ment will be printed on one side.

 22 × 0,3 × 26,3 cm |  ST 19 × 20 |  N
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61195

6141163183

63183
Shopping bag
Spacious, sturdy shopping bag made of organic canvas (340g/m²) with 
bamboo handle. Your logo will be printed on one side of the bag.

 40 × 16 × 39,5 cm |  TT2 20 × 15 |  N

61411
Foldable cotton bag
Easy to carry and space saving shopping bag with handles. Environ-
mentally friendly, made of natural cotton. Your advertising is printed 
on one side.

 38 × 0,3 × 42,5 cm |  ST 26 × 27 |  N

61195
String bag
Environmentally friendly, washable and durable fresh net made from 
polyester. Contribute to plastic waste reduction and use this practical 
net for the purchase of fruits and vegetables. Your advertisement will 
be placed on the label.

 27,5 × 0,1 × 32 cm |  T3 5,5 × 2,5 |  N
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61369
Cotton bag with 3 handles
Nature-colored, environmentally friendly cotton bag with two short 
handles and one long carrying strap. We will print your logo on one 
side.

 38 × 0,3 × 41,7 cm |  ST 26 × 27 |  N

62358
Recycled Cotton Bag with Long Handles
Recycled, Eco Tex Standard 100 cotton bag with long handles (140g/
m²). Your Logo will be printed on one side of the bag.

 37,6 × 0,2 × 41,7 cm |  ST2 26 × 27 |  N

60880
Cotton bag with long handles
Eco-friendly cotton bag with long handles, in different colors and a 
particularly strong grammage of 140g/m². Your branding will be print-
ed on one side.

 38 × 0,3 × 42 cm |  ST2 26 × 27 |  N

COTTON
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60724
Foldable shopping bag
190T polyester foldable shopping bag with carrying straps. We will print 
your logo directly on the bag.

 37,5 × 0,3 × 48 cm |  S1 23 × 20 |  N

60094
Non-woven shopping bag
Foldable non-woven shopping bag in a nice 2-colour design with car-
rying handles. We will print your logo on the front.

 37 × 10,8 × 30,2 cm |  S1 25 × 10 |  N
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62978
RPET Cooler bag with 2 compartments
RPET cooler bag with 2 separate PEVA cooler compartments and a 
front pocket. The carrying strap makes the cooler bag perfect for a day 
at the beach or on vacation. We will print your logo on the font pocket.

 31,5 × 20 × 23 cm |  S1 10 × 5 |  N

62542
Jute cooler bag with long handles.
Cool bag made of moisture-proof, laminated jute and insulating inside 
made of aluminum with zip and extra height, suitable for 6 x 500 ml 
bottles.  The handles, as well as the outer pocket on which your adver-
tising is printed, are made of cotton.

 22,5 × 16 × 24 cm |  TT1 6 × 8 |  N

60708
Cooler bag
Non-woven cooler bag with two carrying straps and two-coloured de-
sign. We will print your logo on the front.

 38,5 × 16 × 35 cm |  TT2 15 × 8 |  N

61542
Non-woven cooling bag - 6 cans
Non-woven cooling bag with carrying strap, suitable for 6 standing 
beverage cans (0.33 litres.) Your logo will be printed on the lid.

 21 × 15,5 × 15 cm |  S1 10 × 5 |  N

isolating

isolating

isolating

isolating

RPET
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62610 62916

5076852611

50768
Cooler bag
600D polyester cooler bag, with two carrying straps, insulation, and 
suede-look sides and bottom. We will print your logo on the front.

 22 × 16 × 26,5 cm |  TT2 10 × 5 |  N

52611
Big cooler bag with 2 compartments
Large cooler bag made of 600D polyester with a large compartment 5 
liters capacity and an extra compartment in suede look  2 liters capac-
ity. Your advertising will be printed on the lid.

 26,7 × 18 × 24,5 cm |  TT1 12 × 8 |  N

62916
Cooler bag with 2 compartments - includes a glass foodcontainer
Cooler bag with two large main compartments - includes a perfect 
lunch box. With a shoulder strap, this cooler bag is the perfect com-
panion for the beach, vacation or even the lunch break. We will print 
your logo on the bag.

 27,5 × 22 × 29 cm |  TT2 10 × 4 |  N

62610
RPET cooler bag with extra compartment and cork bottom
Cooling bag made of RPET with a separate bottom made of cork, front 
compartment, carrying strap and an extra compartment. Suitable for 
6 beverage cans or bottles of 0.5 liters each. Your advertising will be 
printed on the leader.

 26,5 × 20 × 24,5 cm |  S1 10 × 5,5 |  N

isolating

isolating

isolating

isolating
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63152 63153

60063

0505 4444 7777

63153
Shopping basket with cooling compartment
Handy polyester shopping basket with cooling function and a foldable 
aluminium carrying handle. The basket is easy to fold and has a carry-
ing capacity of 15kg. Your logo will be printed in the middle on one side.

 46,5 × 28 × 25 cm |  TT3 20 × 10 |  NWP

63152
Shopping basket
Handy polyester shopping basket with a foldable aluminium carrying 
handle. The basket folds easily and has a carrying capacity of 15kg. Your 
logo will be printed in the middle on one side.

 46 × 28 × 25 cm |  TT3 20 × 10 |  NWP

60063
Foldable shopping trolley
Foldable shopping trolley made of polyester with integrated cooling 
compartment. The frame is made of aluminium and includes a hook 
for hanging the trolley to a shopping cart. We will print your logo on 
the cover.

 45 × 36 × 95 cm |  TT3 18 × 12 |  P

isolating

isolating
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81834 82633

82653

82633
Glass-Conainer with lid, suitable for microwave and freezer
Fresh storage box made of glass with lockable lid and silicone seal. 
Suitable for microwave and freezer, food safe and easy to stow away. 
Your logo will be printed on the lid.

 15,7 × 15,7 × 6,5 cm |  T3 5 × 3 |  KS

81834
Glass lunchbox with bamboo lid
Borosilicate glass lunchbox with bamboo lid and flexible silicone strap. 
Your logo will be engraved onto the lid.

 20 × 15,3 × 6,5 cm |  L3 6 × 4 |  K

82653
Doule walled food contaier, 750ml
Double walled, leak-proof vacuum food container made of stainless 
steel with a collapsible spoon in the lid and a capacity of 750 ml. Your 
logo will be engraved on the container.

 ø 9,3 × 21,5 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

food safe - 750mlfood safe - 1.000ml

food safe - 750ml
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82313

8256281155
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82313
Spacious Stainless Steel Lunchbox with Bamboo Lid
Stainless Steel Lunchbox with Bamboo Lid, Bamboo Cutlery and Sili-
cone Strap to close.Your Logo will be engraved on the Lid.

 18 × 13 × 7,2 cm |  L3 6 × 4 |  K

82562
stainless steel lunchbox with bamboo lid
Durable lunch box made of stainless steel with a lockable (double-sid-
ed clamping bracket) lid made of bamboo and a capacity of 1,000 ml. 
Your advertising will be engraved on the lid.

 18,2 × 12,1 × 5,8 cm |  L3 6 × 4 |  KS

81155
Aluminum lunch box with closure
Long-lasting and environmentally friendly aluminum snack / lunch box 
with two clamps for safe transport.Your advertising will be engraved 
on the top.

 17,2 × 11,6 × 5,3 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  KS

EXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS

food safe - 1.000ml food safe - 1.000ml

food safe - 1.200ml
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82531

62464

03

07

62464
Lunch set vacuum flask & box
Set containing a double walled, stainless steel vacuum bottle and a 
two-leveled wheatstraw lunch box with two compartments. Your Logo 
will be engraved on the top of the box.

 25,5 × 18 × 11 cm |  L3 6 × 4 |  K

82531
Lunchbox with two compartments
Two-tier lunch box with two separate compartments (both with their 
own lid), bamboo lid, a separator, knife, fork and a rubber band to close. 
Your logo will be engraved onto the bamboo lid.

 18,6 × 10,6 × 9,8 cm |  L3 6 × 4 |  KS

EXPRESS

food safe - 600ml

EXPRESS

food safe 
 - 500 + 600ml
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61276

6233762635

62337
Picnic basket for 2 persons
Top of the range willow picnic basket for 2 with plastic glasses, porce-
lain dishes, 6-piece cutlery set and a waiter’s knife. An integrated cool-
ing bag keeps your food and drinks fresh. We will print your advertising 
through digital print on an aluminum label, which will be attached with 
a metal chain to the picnic basket.

 42 × 29 × 39 cm |  ETP 4,5 × 3 |  N

62635
Mark Twain picnic basket
Mark Twain rattan picnic basket with a large main cooler compartment. 
The bamboo lid can be used as cuttingboard or serving board while 
the basket itself makes a perfect picnic table. We laser your advertising 
onto the board.

 38 × 38 × 34 cm |  L3 5 × 4 |  K

61276
Picnic basket for 4 people
Wicker picnic basket for 4 people. The basket includes 4 glasses, 4 por-
celain plates, 4 cloth napkins, 12-piece cutlery, salt and pepper shaker, 
3 compartments for bottles, waiter’s knife, and integrated cooling com-
partment. Your advertising will be engraved or digitally printed on an 
aluminium label attached to the basket.

 47,5 × 34,2 × 24,3 cm |  ETP 4,5 × 3 |  K

isolating - food safe

isolating - food safe isolating - food safe

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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66902
Fleece picnic and sofa blanket
Large comfortable and cosy fleece blanket with handy carrying strap 
and fancy stitching. We will print your logo on the carrying strap or 
stitch it to the blanket.

 180 × 120 cm |  TT2 10 × 4 |  N

62641
Picnic blanket with handle
High-quality picnic blanket with insulated moisture protection on the 
underside. On the other side is a polyacrylic layer. With a size of 200 
x 150cm there is enough space for everyone. We will print your logo 
on the blanket.

 150 × 200 cm |  HF 6 × 4 |  N

66607
Picknic backpack for 4 persons
Sturdy polyester picnic backpack for 4 with plastic dishes, trays, wait-
er’s knife, salt and pepper shaker and snack knife. We will print your 
logo on the front.

 47 × 19 × 44 cm |  TT3 10 × 5 |  NWP

62976
Picnic backpack for 4 Persons including also a picnic blanket
Picnic backpack consisting of four plates, glasses, cutlery, a salt shaker, 
a pepper shaker, a picnic blanket and a bottle holder. We will print your 
advertising on the backpack.

 50 × 19 × 43,5 cm |  TT3 10 × 10 |  NWP

isolating -  
food safe

isolating - food safe
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72670

50719

72670
Wooden Insect Hotel
Insect Hotel for hanging made of wood filled with various natural ma-
terials. Serves as a shelter and nesting place for bees and other insects. 
Make an important contribution to species protection! Your logo will 
be engraved onto the house.

 15,2 × 7,7 × 15,9 cm |  L3 5 × 4 |  K

50719
Bird house
Bird house made of MDF, to be assembled, fun for all ages, and suit-
able as decoration or feeding place for birds. We will place your logo 
on the packaging.

 14,2 × 12,2 × 17,5 cm |  T4 5 × 3 |  K

EXPRESS
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82963
High value appron made from cotton
Cooking apron made of cotton (340g/m²) with two front pockets and 
adjustable straps made of colour-contrasting PU. We will print your 
advertising on the apron.

 68 × 0,5 × 88 cm |  ST2 20 × 15 |  K

80664
Apron
Cotton apron in different colors. We will print your logo directly on 
the apron.

 64,5 × 0,3 × 90 cm |  ST2 20 × 15 |  N
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80791 80573

80573
Set of 5 knives
5-piece knife set. The knives in different sizes have a non-slip 
wood-looking handle and stainless steel cutting edge. We will print 
your advertising outside on the packaging.

 37,7 × 21,9 × 3,8 cm |  S1 10 × 10 |  K

80791
Knife block with 5 kinves
Wooden magnetic knife block including 5 stainless steel knives with er-
gonomic handle. The knives hold thanks to the magnet in the wooden 
plate. We will engrave your logo on the plate or a knife.

 21 × 10 × 35 cm |  L3 3,8 × 1,8 |  K

food safefood safe
EXPRESS
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83187

83163 80648

83187
Barbecue set
Barbecue set consisting of a large wooden board, two knives with stain-
less steel blade, barbecue tongs, meat fork and a knife sharpener in a 
polyester case. Your logo will be printed on the case

 38 × 22 × 5 cm |  TT2 10 × 10 |  N

80648
Grill set in case
Grill case made of metal, with lock and carrying handle. It includes a 
meat turner, a grill fork, and barbecue tongs. We will engrave your logo 
on the outer metal plate.

 37 × 10 × 8 cm |  L3 5 × 2,5 |  K

83163
Meat fork
Perfect for meat lovers! Fork and knife with wooden stainless steel 
handles for slicing roasts, BBQ meat or steaks in an eco-friendly pack-
aging. The logo will be engraved on the blade.

 33,7 × 9,8 × 2,5 cm |  L3 5 × 2 |  K

food safe

food safe

food safe
EXPRESSEXPRESS

EXPRESS
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82307

8298582523

82307
Bamboo cutting Board
Bamboo cutting Board with rounded down edges and a silicone ring to 
carry or hang up. Your Logo will be engraved onto the board.

 24,8 × 17,9 × 1 cm |  L3 5 × 3 |  KS

82985
Bamboo and marble cutting board
Cutting board made of bamboo and marble. We will engrave your logo 
in a corner of the bamboo surface.

 35 × 25 × 1,1 cm |  L3 5 × 3 |  K

82523
Set of 3 cutting boards
Set of three different sized bamboo cutting boards with rounded cor-
ners and a hole each. Your logo will be engraved on one of the boards.

 33 × 24 × 3 cm |  L3 6 × 4 |  N

food safe food safe

food safe

EXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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8055888872

80190

80558
Serving Board, slate/wood
Bamboo serving board with a slate plate. There is a holder for drinks 
on the plate as well as a circulating drainage channel. We will engrave 
your advertising on the plate.

 40 × 25 × 1,5 cm |  L3 4 × 2 |  K

88872
Bamboo chopping board with knife
High-quality set consisting of a large chopping board made of bamboo 
and bread knife made of stainless steel. The board offers a practical 
handle, two different surfaces, and a slot to store the knife. We will 
engrave your logo on the board, or on the knife on request.

 58 × 18 × 2 cm |  L3 4 × 2 |  K

80190
Cheese set with slate cutting board
Cheese set in a sturdy cardboard gift box, with one slate cutting/pres-
entation plate, one small and one flat cheese knife, and one cheese 
fork made of stainless steel. We will engrave your logo on the plate.

 33,5 × 28,5 × 2,8 cm |  L3 8 × 4 |  K

food safe

food safe food safe

EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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80560

8083682512

80560
Pizza set
2-pieces pizza set consisting of a rolling knife and a regular knife, both 
with plastic handle and stainless steel cutting edge. There is a delicious 
pizza recipe printed inside the environmental friendly packaging. We 
will print your advertising on the box.

 16,8 × 2,5 × 25,5 cm |  T3 4 × 3 |  K

82512
Chopping board made of wood
Chopping board made of wood with three different cheese cutlery. By 
simply sliding it open, you can easily take out the cheese knives, and 
every piece is optimally stored. We will engrave your logo on the board.

 ø 22 × 3,8 cm |  L3 8 × 3 |  K

80836
Wooden board with cheese knife
Cheese set in an environmentally friendly packaging, consisting of a 
wooden board with leather hanger and a cheese knife made of stain-
less steel. We will engrave your logo on the board.

 25,7 × 28 × 2,7 cm |  L3 3 × 3 |  K

food safe food safe

food safe

EXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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8268282585

82566

82682
Marble stone mortar
Marble stone mortar with matching pestle. The comfortable weight 
avoids annoying slipping and conveys quality. Your advertising will be 
placed on the pestle.

 ø 10,3 × 10,3 cm |  C1 5 × 2 |  K

82585
Bamboo cutlery set
Environmentally friendly bamboo cutlery, consisting of a fork, a knife 
and a spoon in a cotton bag. Suitable for camping or other outdoor 
activities. The advertising is printed on the pocket.

 6,5 × 1,5 × 21,5 cm |  TT1 3 × 10 |  N

82566
7-piece bamboo cookware set
7-piece bamboo cutlery set in a quiver with two wooden spoons, 3 
spatulas and large tongs.  The advertising is engraved on the quiver.

 ø 8,2 × 31,5 cm |  L3 3,5 × 3,5 |  K

food safe

food safe food safe

EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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12345 82442

83177

01

03

82442
Digital Bamboo Kitchen Scale
Digital Bamboo kitchen scale with black display.Loading weight is 5 kg 
and notifications can be shown in kg/g/oz/ml up to 1 g precise. Your 
Logo will be engraved on the Bamboo surface.

 16,1 × 23 × 1,9 cm |  L3 5 × 3 |  K

83177
8-piece placemat
8-piece placemat with four large and four small PVC placemats for 
cutlery, drinks and accessories. Your Logo will be printed onto the 
placemat.

 44 × 35,8 × 0,8 cm |  S1 10 × 10 |  K

food safe

food safe
EXPRESS
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8313083136

8316183131

83136
Cork table mat
Table mat made of cork - sustainable, environmentally conscious, 
washable, reusable and protective against dirt and scratches. Your logo 
will be engraved directly on the mat.

 40 × 30 × 0,3 cm |  L2 7 × 4 |  N

83130
Cork trivet
Lightweight and heat-resistant trivet made of environmentally friendly 
and sustainable cork. Ideal for protecting furniture from dirt or scratch-
es. Your logo will be engraved directly onto the trivet.

 ø 9 × 0,5 cm |  L2 ø 5 |  N

83161
Foldable trivet
Foldable pot or pan trivet with water and food repellent surface, ideal 
for camping or outdoor activities. Your logo will be engraved directly 
on the trivet.

 15,8 × 14,3 × 1,5 cm |  L2 5 × 1 |  K

83131
PVC table mat
Robust, washable table mat made of PVC. Protects against scratches, 
stains and is also decorative on any table. Your advertising is printed 
in the centre of the mat.

 40 × 30 × 0,1 cm |  S1 20 × 15 |  N

food safe

food safe

food safe

food safe
EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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8261682615

80337 81563

82616
Borosilicate glass jar with pine wood lid, 1000 ml
Storage jar made of borosilicate glass with a wooden lid and silicone 
ring. With a capacity of 1000ml, this storage jar should not be missing 
in any kitchen. We laser your logo onto the wooden lid.

 17,2 × ø10,2 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K

82615
Borosilicate glass jar with pine wood lid, 700 ml
Storage jar made of borosilicate glass with a wooden lid and silicone 
ring. With a capacity of 700ml, this storage jar should not be missing in 
any kitchen. We laser your logo onto the wooden lid.

 ø 10,2 × 14,2 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K

81563
Salt and pepper mill
Salt and pepper mill in coated stainless steel, with bamboo lid, and 
ceramic grinders. Your logo will be engraved on the lid.

 11 × 5,4 × 15,5 cm |  L3 3 × 3 |  K

80337
Electric salt and pepper mill
Electric salt and pepper mill, the two halves can be operated with 2 
separate buttons. Your logo will be engraved on the base.

 ø 6,2 × 17,2 cm |  L3 3 × 1,5 |  K

 food safe

700ml  -  
 food safe

 food safe

1.000ml -  
 food safe

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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8262382622

82624

82623
Lockable storage jar, 200 ml
Storage jar made of borosilicate glass (200ml) with swing top. Perfect 
for storage. We laser your advertising onto the glass.

 ø 5,9 × 11,5 cm |  C1 5 × 5 |  K

82622
Lockable storage jar, 150 ml
Storage jar made of borosilicate glass (150ml) with swing top. Perfect 
for storage. We laser your advertising onto the glass.

 ø 5,7 × 9,2 cm |  C1 4 × 3 |  K

82624
Lockable storage jar, 400 ml
Storage jar made of borosilicate glass (400ml) with swing top. Perfect 
for storage. We laser your advertising onto the glass.

 ø 9,7 × 10,3 cm |  C1 6 × 5 |  K

150ml -  
 food safe

200ml - 
  food safe 

450ml - 
 food safe
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83089
Bottle opener bamboo
Bottle opener made of metal with bamboo coating. We engrave your 
logo onto the bottle opener.

 3,9 × 1 × 6,8 cm |  L2 2,5 × 2,5 |  K

81465
Bamboo-metal bottle opener
Large stainless steel bottle opener with one bamboo side on which 
your logo will be engraved.

 17,8 × 4 × 0,5 cm |  L2 5 × 2,5 |  K

82325
Metal Keyring with Bottle- and Canopener
Metal Keyring with Bottle- and Canopener, which you can use also as 
a mobile phone stand. Your Logo will be engraved onto the Keyring.

 7,5 × 2,5 × 1,5 cm |  L1 4 × 0,8 |  P

83020
Bottle opener
Classic bottle opener with stopper in different colours. We will print 
your logo directly on the opener.

 9,4 × 4,1 × 1 cm |  T2 4 × 3 |  N

 food safe

 food safe

 food safe

 food safe

EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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8286583091

81526
81526
Corkscrew
Air pressure corkscrew - opening a wine bottle has never been so easy. 
Push the tip of the corkscrew into the cork and hold the lid tight, pump 
air 7-8 times into the bottle and the cork will pull itself out of the bottle 
neck. Your advertisement will be engraved on the handle.

 ø 4,6 × 19,3 cm |  L3 5 × 1 |  K

82865
Waiter’s knife
Metal waiter’s knife with bottle opener, foil cutter and corkscrew with 
2 lifting levels. We will engrave your advertising on the black surface.

 11,9 × 1,4 × 2 cm |  L2 4 × 0,7 |  K

83091
Bamboo waiter’s knife
Waiter’s knife made of metal and bamboo with bottle opener, foil cut-
ter and a corkscrew with 2 lifting levels. Your logo will be engraved 
onto the bamboo surface.

 11 × 1,2 × 2,7 cm |  L2 3 × 0,8 |  K

 food safe

 food safe

 food safe
EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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83188

8400788673

83188
Wooden wine box
Wine box made of light wood with integrated waiter’s knife, bottle 
stopper, pourer and drip ring in the lid. The additional wooden brack-
et holds the bottle securely in the box. Your logo will be printed on 
the box.

 36 × 11,1 × 12,2 cm |  L3 6 × 4 |  K

84007
Wine set in wooden box
Wooden wine box* with integrated waiter’s knife, bottle cap, spout, and 
drop ring. An additional wooden partition wall provides more stability 
to the wine bottle. We will print your logo on the lid of the case.

 36 × 11,1 × 12,2 cm |  S2 6 × 4 |  K

88673
Bottle cooler with cooling pads
This elegant bottle cooler in black, with velcro fastener and integrated 
cooling gel pads, makes cooling of all kind of bottles very easy. We will 
print your logo on a segment.

 30 × 18,5 × 1,5 cm |  S1 12 × 2 |  KS

 food safe  food safe

 food safe
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60786

84037 80360

60786
Playset with hip flask, chess and card game
Playset with hip flask (237ml filling capacity), 2 snaps, 5 dice, a chess 
and a card game in a wooden box. Your advertising will be laser en-
graved on the hip flask.

 24 × 18 × 6 cm |  L3 4,8 × 2,8 |  N

80360
Wine set in a wooden barrel
Wine set in a little wooden barrel comes with a waitersknife, a pourer 
with stipper, one stipper and a foil cutter. All you need to celebrate 
wine. You logo will be engraved onto the barrel.

 13,1 × 7,3 × 14,2 cm |  L3 9 × 1,5 |  K

84037
Wine set in wooden box
Luxurious 4-piece wine set in a nice wooden box* including chess game. 
The box includes a metal waiter’s knife, bottle cap, drop ring, and wine 
thermometer. We will print your logo on the lid of the case.

 15 × 17,5 × 4,7 cm |  S2 5 × 1 |  K

 food safe

 food safe

 food safe
EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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6574083237

8322882870

65740
4 stainless steel caps
Set of 4 small liquor cups made of stainless steel in a practical case. 
We will engrave your logo on the cups.

 ø 4,3 × 6,9 cm |  L2 1 × 3 |  K

83237
bar measure
Bar measure for exact dosing in two units, 2cl and 4cl made of stainless 
steel. Your logo will be engraved onto the bar measure.

 ø 4,3 × 8,2 cm cm |  L2 2,5 × 1,5 |  K

83228
shot glass set
5-piece shot glass set with 4 glasses of 3cl each and a wooden board 
with a hand strap for transport. Your advertising will be engraved onto 
the board.

 33 × 8,2 × 6 cm |  L3 7 × 2 |  K

82870
Double Wall Stainless Steel Wine Cooler
Wine cooler made of high-quality, double-walled stainless steel. Keeps 
cool for a long time without ice cubes and is appropriate for all popular 
bottle sizes. Your logo will be engraved.

 ø 13,5 × 17,7 cm |  L3 5 × 3 |  K

4 x 30ml -  
 food safe

4 x 30ml -  food safe 

20ml + 40ml -  
 food safe 

 food safe
EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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84021 83160

83160
Cocktail set
5-piece cocktail set consisting of a shaker, measuring jug, strainer and 
stirring rod in a small bag. Your logo will be laser engraved on the 
shaker.

 ø 8,7 × 26 cm |  L3 4 × 3 |  K

84021
3-piece cocktail set
3-piece chromed cocktail set in a brown box*. Your logo will be laser 
engraved.

 27,2 × 24,1 × 9,3 cm |  L3 4 × 2 |  K

 food safe  food safe
EXPRESS EXPRESS



60792 62439

62439
Stainless Steel Hip Flask with wooden Coating
Stainless Steel Hip Flask with wooden Coating, Safety screw mecha-
nism and a capacity of 170 ml. Your Logo will be printed on the coating.

 9,5 × 2 × 9,5 cm |  T3 4 × 3 |  K

60792
Hip flask barrel
Stainless steel flask in the shape of a wine barrel with a 600 ml capac-
ity, so you always have your favorite wine with you. Your logo will be 
engraved on the barrel.

 ø 9,1 × 15 cm |  L3 5 × 2 |  K

170ml -  
 food safe

600ml -  
  food safeEXPRESS
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60168

65703 65708

60168
Hipflask set with 2 cups
Stainless steel hipflask set with 2 liquor cups. Your logo will be en-
graved.

 18,8 × 17 × 4,4 cm |  L3 4 × 2,5 |  K

65708
Stainless steel hip flask
Stainless steel hip flask with a security screw cap and 104 ml content. 
Your logo will be engraved.

 7 × 2,5 × 11,6 cm |  L3 4 × 3 |  K

65703
Stainless metal hip flask
Stainless steel hip flask with a security screw cap and 237 ml content. 
Your logo will be engraved.

 9,3 × 2,8 × 13,8 cm |  L3 5 × 3 |  K

104ml -  food safe 237ml -  food safe

170ml + 30ml -  food safe

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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80443 80442

80442
Glass jug
Glass jug (450 ml) with metal screw top, and straw hole (straw is not 
included). Your logo will be laser engraved on the screw top.

 8 × 10,7 × 13 cm |  L3 3 × 1 |  K

80443
Glass dispenser with 4 jugs
Glass dispenser (4,000ml) with 4 jugs (450ml) and 4 straws. This set is 
perfect for almost every season. Your logo will be laser engraved onto 
the screw top of the dispenser.

 26 × 23,7 × 28,3 cm |  L3 4 × 2 |  K

450ml -  
 food safe 

4.000ml + 4 x 450ml -  
food safe EXPRESSEXPRESS
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81456

8247981461
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82479
Drinking Goblet
Drinking goblet in with shiny surface and a capacity of 460 ml made 
from plastic. Your Logo will be engraved on the surface.

 ø 8,5 × 22 cm |  L3 4,5 × 4,5 |  K

81461
PS Drinking glass 450 ml
Plastic drinking glass in the shape of a goblet, with a 450 ml filling 
capacity. Your advertisement will be printed on the glass.

 ø 8,5 × 22 cm |  T4 4 × 3 |  K

81456
PET Drinking glass 450 ml
Nicely shaped drinking glass made of PET with a 450 ml filling capac-
ity. Ideal for cocktails or long drinks. Your advertising will be printed 
directly on the glass.

 ø 7,5 × 11 cm |  T4 4 × 3 |  K

460ml -  
 food safe 

450ml -  
 food safe

450ml -  food safe

EXPRESS
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82640 83185

6230680798

83185
Glass jug with bamboo lid, 1000ml
Glass jug with closable bamboo lid, pouring sieve and a capacity of 
1,000 ml. Your logo will be engraved on the lid.

 ø 13 × 12,5 cm |  L3 ø 5 |  K

82640
Glass coffee or tea maker with a bamboo lid
Coffee or tea maker made of borosilicate glass with piston, strainer, 
bamboo lid and a capacity of 600ml. Your advertising will be placed 
on the mug.

 ø 9,2 × 17,5 cm |  C1 5 × 5 |  K

80798
Glass carafe
Glass carafe with stainless steel cap and 1350 ml capacity. The cap 
has 2 different openings: a sieve and a large opening. Your logo will 
be laser engraved.

 ø 11 × 24,7 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K

62306
Glass Carafe with cork lid
Glass carafe with cork lid and a capacity of 1.000 ml. Your Logo will be 
printed onto the carafe.

 ø 9,5 × 28,2 cm |  C1 5 × 5 |  K

1.000ml -  
 food safe

1.000ml -  

600ml - 
 food safe

1.350ml -  
 food safeEXPRESS

EXPRESS

 food safe 
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82359

8079780796

80797
Set of 2 double-walled capuccino cups; 2 x 350 ml
Double-walled capuccino cups made of glass, you won’t burn your 
fingers and your capuccino will stay warm! Your logo will be printed 
on the glass.

 ø 8,5 × 11 cm |  C1 5 × 2,5 |  K

80796
Set of 2 double-walled espresso cups
Double-walled espresso cups made of glass, you won’t burn your fin-
gers and your espresso will stay warm! Your logo will be printed on 
the glass.

 ø 6,2 × 5,8 cm |  C1 3 × 2 |  K

82359
Bamboo Tray with Spoon and Glass Mug
Bamboo Tray with Bamboo Spoon, Glass Mug and a slot for sugar or 
chocolate et cetera. Your Logo will be engraved onto the Board.

 16,4 × 8,1 × 8,4 cm |  L3 3,5 × 2 |  K

2 x 350ml -  
 food safe

2 x 80ml -  
 food safe

150ml -  food safe
EXPRESS
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81536

8153782340
03
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05
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09

81536
Double-walled glass with 500 ml filling capacity
Double-walled cup with 500 ml filling capacity and lockable lid in bam-
boo. We will engrave your logo on the lid.

 ø 8,7 × 15 cm |  L3 3 × 3 |  K

81537
Double-walled glass with handle and 350 ml filling capacity
Double-walled glass with handle, 350 ml filling capacity and lockable 
bamboo lid on which your logo will be engraved.

 ø 9,1 × 11 cm |  L3 3 × 3 |  K

82340
Glass Mug with colored Handle
Glass Mug with colored Handle and a Capacity of 250 ml. Your Logo 
will be printed onto the Mug.

 ø 7 × 10,1 cm |  C1 5 × 5 |  K

500ml -  
 food safe

350ml -  
 food safe

300ml -  
 food safe EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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80948

8798183331

87981
Coffee mug, transparent frosted
Coffee mug transparently frosted in white (300 ml). This coffee mug is 
a must on every desk. We will print your logo on the mug.

 ø 8 × 9,4 cm |  C1 6 × 6 |  N

80948
Glass cup, 320 ml
Glass cup with 320ml filling capacity and extra sturdy handle. Your logo 
will be branded via ceramic transfer.

 ø 8,1 × 10,2 cm |  C1 5 × 5 |  N

83331
Coffee mug made of glass
Glass mug for any kind of drinks with a 300ml capacity. Your message is 
a highlight on this mug, it will be printed with ceramic transfer.

 ø 7,9 × 9,5 cm |  C1 10 × 6 |  N

300ml -  
 food safe

300ml -  
 food safe

300ml -  food safe
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88854

87888 80481

80481
Ceramic mug
Nice shaped ceramic mug (300ml). We will place your advertising with 
ceramic transfer.

 12,3 × 8,6 × 10,5 cm |  C1 4 × 4 |  N

87888
Ceramic coffeemug
Classical coffee mug made of glossy ceramic with a capacity of 300ml. 
You can order a single box* for this item (item number 87888v). Your 
logo will be printed via ceramic transfer on the mug.

 ø 8 × 9,5 cm |  C1 4 × 3 |  N

88854
Teapot with cup and coaster
2-in-1 tea set with a tea cup (200ml), teapot (400ml) and saucer made 
of high-quality porcelain for the best tea enjoyment. We will print your 
logo with ceramic transfer.

 15,8 × 15 × 15,2 cm |  C1 5 × 3 |  K

300ml -  
 food safe

300ml -  
 food safe

400ml + 200ml -  food safe
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82690

8268882689

82688
Porcelain cup 300 ml
Porcelain cup (300 ml) with an extravagant handle. Your logo will be 
attached to the mug using ceramic transfer printing.

 8,6 × 9,5 cm |  C1 5 × 5 |  K

82689
Porcelain cup 300 ml
Porcelain cup with a capacity of 300 ml in an unusual shape that chang-
es from round to square. Your advertising will be attached to the mug 
using ceramic transfer printing.

 8,5 × 9,7 cm |  C1 5 × 4 |  K

82690
porcelain cup 400 ml
Large, solid porcelain cup with a capacity of 400 ml, for the coffee or 
tea lover. Your advertising will be attached to the mug using ceramic 
transfer printing.

 9,9 × 10 cm |  C1 5 × 4 |  K

300ml -  
 food safe

300ml -  
 food safe

400ml -  food safe
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88704 80095

8384380843
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80095
Ceramic coffee mug
Classic coffee mug with 300ml capacity - made of shiny ceramic. You 
can order a single box per mug on request. Your logo will be printed 
via ceramic transfer on the mug.

 ø 8 × 9,5 cm |  C1 4 × 3 |  N

88704
Ceramic cup, white inside and coloured outside
Ceramic cup with a capacity of 300ml and coloured outer part in many 
nice colours. Your logo will be printed via ceramic transfer on the mug.

 ø 9 × 8,5 cm |  C1 4 × 4 |  N

83843
ceramic espresso mug
Nostalgic - espresso mug made of ceramic with a black rim and a ca-
pacity of 60 ml. Your logo will be printed onto the mug.

 ø 5,8 × 5 cm |  C1 4 × 3 |  K

80843
Ceramic cup, 350ml
Nostalgia ceramic cup with 350ml filling capacity. Your logo will be 
printed via ceramic transfer.

 ø 8,9 × 8,2 cm |  C1 5 × 5 |  K

300ml -  
 food safe

60ml -  
 food safe

300ml -  
 food safe

350ml -  
 food safe

espresso
coffee
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82418

8296985095

03
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82418
Ceramic Mug with Cork Ground
350 ml Ceramic Mug with Cork Ground. Your Logo will be printed onto 
the mug.

 ø 8,6 × 11,3 cm |  C1 4 × 4 |  K

82969
Ceramic mug with spoon and bamboo lid
Ceramic mug with bamboo lid, matching recess for the spoon and a 
capacity of 300ml. We laser your advertising onto the bamboo lid.

 ø 8,5 × 10,2 cm |  C1 5 × 5 |  K

85095
Ceramic cup with a spoon
Ceramic mug with integrated spoon in the handle (250 ml), col-
our-matching with the 4 available inner colours of the mug. Your logo 
will be printed with ceramic transfer on the mug.

 ø 8,5 × 9,8 cm |  C1 3 × 3 |  K

300ml -  
 food safe

250ml -  
 food safe

380ml -  food safe
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80654

80655

03 04 05

08 09

03 04 05

08 09

80654
Rubberized ceramic mug
Ceramic mug with rubberized coating in different colors, and 300 ml 
capacity. We will engrave your logo onto the mug.

 ø 8,4 × 9,2 cm |  L3 4 × 3 |  K + P

80655
Rubberized ceramic mug
300 ml ceramic mug with rubberized surface in different colors, ideal 
for laser engraving. We will engrave your logo onto the mug.

 ø 8 × 10,5 cm |  L3 4 × 3 |  K

300ml -  
 food safe

300ml -  
 food safe

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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83438

81277

03 04 05

83438
Colour changing mug
Effective sublimation mug: when cold the imprint vanishes under the 
coloured lacquering. As soon as hot liquid is filled in, the coloured im-
print appears. Your advertising is printed allover the mug, even photo 
prints are possible.

 ø 8,2 × 9,6 cm |  SU 19 × 8 |  N

81277
Classic coffee mug for allover print
Sublimation mug (plastic-laminated ceramics) with 300ml capacity in 
classical style. Your advertising is printed allover the mug with subli-
mation print.

 ø 8,2 × 9,9 cm |  SU 19 × 8 |  N

300ml -  
 food safe

300ml -  
 food safe

warm

cold

print lasts more than 
3,500 flushes
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81488

6257781367
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81488
Metal mug
Double-walled, robust stainless steel cup with a 300 ml capacity. Your 
advertisement will be engraved on one side.

 ø 7,5 × 8,8 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

62577
Stainless steel drinking cup
Stainless steel drinking cup with transparent lid with sliding drinking 
bar. Capacity 300 ml. Your advertisement will be engraved on the cup.

 ø 8,8 × 8,5 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

81367
Metal mug with snap hook
Double-walled stainless steel cup with colored snap hook and a 200 
ml filling capacity. Your advertisement will be engraved on one side.

 ø 6,8 × 7,8 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

300ml -  
 food safe

340ml -  
 food safe

220ml -  food safe

vacuum

EXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS

6h
9h
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62522

62544

03

06

62544
Double-walled drinking cup
Double-walled vacuum drinking cup made of stainless steel with a 
capacity of 380 ml and a transparent drinking cap. Your logo will be 
engraved on the mug.

 ø 8 × 11,2 cm |  L3 4 × 3 |  K

62522
Double walled vacuum mug
Double-walled vacuum drinking cup with a capacity of 380 ml and a 
transparent drinking cap, made of stainless steel. Your advertising will 
be engraved on the mug.

 ø 8 × 11,2 cm |  L3 4 × 3 |  K

300ml -  
 food safe

300ml -  
 food safe

EXPRESS

vacuum

vacuum

6h
9h

6h
9h
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65610

68799 62613

04 05 06

07 09 10

62613
Stainless steel mug with USB Heatfunction
Stainless steel mug with USB connection for keeping warm and a ca-
pacity of 400ml. Perfect for the car or the workplace. We laser your 
advertising to the left of the handle.

 ø 8,5 × 16 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K

68799
Drinking mug made of stainless steel, double-walled
Elegant drinking mug, which can be opened and closed by a push but-
ton on the lid. The mug has a capacity of 0.4L and is made of high-qual-
ity stainless steel inside and outside. Your logo will be engraved.

 ø 8 × 20 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K

65610
Plastic thermal travel mug – 0.4 l
Plastic thermal travel mug with sliding ledge and 0,4L capacity. We will 
print your logo on the mug.

 ø 8,4 × 17,2 cm |  T4 3,5 × 3,5 |  K

400ml -  
 food safe

400ml -  
 food safe

400ml -  
 food safe

BPA-free

EXPRESS EXPRESS

8h
12h

vacuum
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62574

6148562658

03 06 04 77

61485
Mug with pattern
Double-walled, leak-proof vacuum drinking cup made of stainless 
steel with closable drinking opening and 300 ml capacity. Your logo 
will be engraved on the mug.

 ø 8 × 16,5 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K

62658
Double wall stainless steel drinking bottle
Thermo drinking mug with white stainless steel casing and a capacity 
of 500 ml. Your logo will be engraved onto the mug.

 ø 8,3 × 19 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

62574
Double walled thermo mug, 400ml
Double walled, leak-proof, non-slip thermo mug made of stainless 
steel with a capacity of 400 ml. Your logo will be engraved onto the 
mug.

 ø 8 × 17,3 cm |  L3 5 × 4 |  K

300ml -  
 food safe

500ml -  
 food safe

400ml -  
 food safe

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

8h
12h

vacuum

2h
3h
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62979

6092661667

62979
Set of drinking cup and vacuum flask
Set consisting of a double-walled bamboo drinking cup (400ml) and 
a double-walled-vacuum bamboo drinking bottle (350ml). This set is 
delivered in a single box. Your logo will be lasered onto both drinking 
vessels.

 14,5 × 8,5 × 20,5 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

60926
Bamboo mug
Stainless steel drinking mug with bamboo sheathing, drinking sliding 
bar, and 400ml capacity. Your logo will be engraved on the sheath.

 ø 8 × 17,5 cm |  L3 4 × 3 |  K

61667
Stainless steel mug with tea strainer in bamboo look 350ml
Drinking cup made of stainless steel with a bamboo coating, sieve, 
stainless steel cap and a capacity of 350ml.  We engrave your adver-
tising on the bamboo surface.

 ø 6,5 × 19,6 cm |  L3 3 × 3 |  K

450ml + 350ml -  
food safe

450ml -  
 food safe

350ml -  food safe
EXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS

4h
8h

4h
8h

6h
9h

6h
9h
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61343

63113

62334

61343
Glass bottle with bamboo lid and 420 ml capacity
Double-walled vacuum glass bottle with bamboo lid, sieve insert for 
tea or fruits and 420 ml capacity. Your logo will be engraved on the lid.

 ø 7 × 23,8 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

62334
Double walled vacuum Bottle
Double walled vacuum drinking bottle made of Stainless Steel with 
Hand Loop, bamboo coating and a capacity of 500 ml. Your Logo will 
be engraved onto the bottle.

 ø 6,4 × 27,3 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

63113
Stainless steel drinking bottle bamboo
Double-walled stainless steel drinking bottle made of bamboo with a 
tea strainer, a capacity of 500ml and a handle in the lid. Your logo will 
be engraved onto the bottle.

 ø 6,9 × 25,6 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

420ml -  
 food safe

450ml -  
 food safe

500ml -  
 food safe

vacuum

EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS

vacuum

8h
12h

6h
9h

4h
8h
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60430 60089

6289265420

03 04 05 10 11 12 29

60089
Stainless steel thermal flask
Double-walled thermal flask with 500 ml capacity, fast stopper, and 
metal cup. We will laser engrave your logo onto the flask.

 ø 7 × 23,3 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K

60430
Stainless steel thermal flask
Stainless steel vacuum flask (500ml) with the perfect design drinking 
mug. Your advertising will be laser engraved onto the bottle.

 ø 7 × 25,2 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K + P

62892
Thermos flask
Double-walled thermal flask with 500 ml capacity, fast stopper and 
metal cup in trendy colours. We will engrave your advertising on the 
flask.

 ø 7 × 23,5 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

65420
Stainless steel thermal flask
Stainless steel thermal flask with 0.5L capacity and coloured matt 
coating. Your logo will be engraved.

 ø 7 × 24 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K

500ml -  
 food safe

500ml -  
 food safe

500ml -  food safe

500ml -  
 food safe

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

24h
36h

24h
36h

24h
36h

24h
36h

vacuum

vacuum

vacuum

vacuum
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65401

65403

65401
Stainless steel thermal flask
Double-walled stainless steel thermal flask with 1L capacity, fast clo-
sure, and metal cup. Your logo will be engraved.

 ø 8,5 × 31 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

65403
Stainless steel thermal flask
Double-walled stainless steel thermal flask with 0.5L capacity, fast 
closure, and metal cup. Your logo will be engraved.

 ø 7,4 × 24,7 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

1.000ml

500ml -  
 food safe

 food safe

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

24h
36h

vacuum

24h
36h

vacuum
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62142 63179

63179
Vaccuum insulating flask, 500ml
Vacuum insulated bottle made of copper with a lower section made 
of bamboo, leak-proof lid, a carrying handle and a capacity of 500 ml. 
Your logo will be engraved on the bottle.

 ø 6,9 × 22 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

62142
Double-walled vacuum drinking bottle
Double-walled vacuum bottle with cork bottom, insert strainer and a 
capacity of 450 ml. Your logo will be engraved onto the bottle.

 ø 6,5 × 24,9 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

500ml

food safe

450ml -  
food safeEXPRESS EXPRESS

8h
12h

vacuum

8h
12h
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61554

61514 61554

03 06

61554
Drinking bottle with LED display
Stainless steel vacuum flask with thermometer, simply touch and the 
temperature is displayed on the lid. Your advertising will be engraved 
on the bottle.

 ø 6,3 × 23,3 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

61545
Thermos flask 310 ml
Leak-proof, slim stainless steel thermos flask with a 310 ml filling ca-
pacity. Your advertising will be engraved.

 ø 4,8 × 25 cm |  L3 5 × 2 |  K

61514
Drinking bottle 750 ml
Metal drinking bottle with lockable lid and 750 ml filling capacity. Your 
logo will be engraved.

 ø 5,8 × 21 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

310ml -  
food safe

750ml

450ml - food safe

 food safe

6h
9h

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

LED temperature display 

vacuum

1 x button cell incl.

4h
6h
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62573

61199

03 98

62573
Double wall vacuum bottle
Double-walled vacuum bottle made of stainless steel with a leak-
proof closure and a capacity of 500 ml. Your advertising will be en-
graved on the bottle.

 ø 7 × 24,7 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

61199
Vacuum drinking bottle
Stainless steel drinking bottle with leak-proof vacuum seal, a straight 
grip zone and a filling capacity of 500 ml. Your advertisement will be 
engraved onto the grip.

 ø 7,5 × 25,5 cm |  L3 2 × 5 |  K

530ml -  
food safe

500ml -  
food safe EXPRESS

24h
36h

vacuum

EXPRESS

24h
36h

vacuum
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60983 60196

03

07

60983
Stainless steel drinking bottle
500ml drinking bottle made of stainless steel, with carrying handle 
and silicone closure. We will engrave your logo on the bottle.

 ø 7 × 22 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

60196
Stainless steel drinking bottle
Colourful stainless steel drinking bottle (750ml) of course leakproof - 
every bottle is unique, because the colours are slightly different. Your 
logo will be laser engraved.

 ø 8 × 31,5 cm |  L3 5 × 5 |  K

500ml - food safe 750ml - food safe
EXPRESSEXPRESS

24h
36h

vacuum

24h
36h

vacuum
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65710

6019560194

04 05 07

03 05 06 44

03 04 05 06

65710
Aluminium drinking bottle
Aluminium drinking bottle with a sports closure and 0,6L capacity. 
Your logo will be engraved.

 ø 7,2 × 20,5 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  K

60195
500ml Drinking bottle
500ml Aluminium drinking bottle with a snap hook. Your logo will be 
engraved.

 ø 7,3 × 19 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  N

60194
800ml Drinking bottle with snap hook
800ml Aluminium drinking bottle with a snap hook. Your logo will be 
engraved.

 ø 7,3 × 24,5 cm |  L3 4 × 4 |  N

500ml -  
food safe

600ml -  
food safe

800ml -  
food safeEXPRESS EXPRESS

EXPRESS

BPA-free

BPA-free
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6139460656

60986

05 08 10

24 29 66

04 05 66

04 05 09

10 11 66

61394
Transparent drinking bottle with grey lid
Drinking bottle made of glass with grey leak-proof lid and a 500 ml 
filling capacity. Your advertisement will be engraved on the lid.

 ø 6,1 × 21,9 cm |  L2 ø 3,5 |  K

60656
Plastic drinking bottle
550 ml plastic drinking bottle in trendy colors with rubber finish. We 
will engrave your logo onto the bottle.

 ø 6,5 × 23 cm |  L3 2 × 7 |  K

60986
Tritan drinking bottle
Transparent drinking bottle made of Tritan, with closing lid and 800ml 
capacity. Your advertisement will be printed on the bottle.

 ø 7 × 24,7 cm |  T4 3 × 3 |  P

800ml -  
food safe

550ml -  
food safe

550ml -  
food safe

BPA-frei

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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62098

63181
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62098
PET bottle
PET drinking bottle with stainless steel lid, hand loop and a capacity of 
500 ml. Your logo will be printed onto the bottle.

 ø 6,5 × 19,6 cm |  L2 ø 3 cm |  K

63181
Glass bottle with neoprene sleeve, 600ml
Glass drinking bottle with neoprene sleeve, stainless steel lid with 
bamboo top, carrying handle and a capacity of 600 ml. Your logo will 
be printed on the cover

 ø 7 × 24,5 cm |  TT1 10 × 4 |  K

600ml -   
food safe

500ml -   
food safeEXPRESS

BPA-free
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60985

62427
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60985
Drinking bottle with neoprene sleeve
Transparent drinking bottle made of glass, with neoprene sleeve, clo-
sing lid, carrying strap, and 300ml capacity. Your advertisement will be 
printed on the neoprene sleeve.

 ø 5,8 × 17,2 cm |  TT1 5 × 5 |  K

62427
1000 ml Glass Bottle with neoprene Sleeve
Leakproof  Drinking Bottle made from Glass with neoprene Sleeve, 
Loop and a capacity of 1000 ml. Your Logo will be printed onto the 
Sleeve.

 ø 8,5 × 24,5 cm |  TT1 10 × 4 |  K

1.000ml

300ml -   
food safe

 -  food safe
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73174

73175

73174
Cork Yoga block
Versatile, light and stable cork yoga block, suitable as a support as 
well as for bridging distances, e.g. for Chandrasana or shoulder bridge.
Your logo will be engraved on the block.

 22,5 × 15 × 7,5 cm |  L3 8 × 8 |  KS

73175
Cork fascia roller
Cork fascia/massage roll, relieves tension and stimulates the connec-
tive tissue. Also suitable for many yoga exercises. Your logo will be 
engraved on the roll.

 30 × ø 9,5 cm |  L3 7 × 7 |  KS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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9314223140

93146

04 05 09

93142
Fidget dice
Fidget dice for pushing, turning, sliding, suitable for all ages. Ideal for 
calming down or just for fun against boredom. Your advertising will be 
printed on the cube

 3,8 × 3,5 × 3,8 cm |  DC0 2 × 2 |  K

23140
XXL gaming pad
XXL gaming pad with microfibre surface and non-slip bottom for per-
fect stability. Your logo will be printed on the pad.

 90 × 42,3 × 0,3 cm |  S2 30 × 20 |  K

93146
Fidget toy
Fidget toy for squeezing, suitable for all ages. Ideal for calming down 
or just for fun against boredom. Your advertising will be engraved on 
the middle part.

 12,6 × 12,6 × 1,4 cm |  L2 3,4 × 3,4 |  K

EXPRESS

XXL-gamingpad

90cm lenght
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5074250425

52697

50742
Stacking game
Skills game made of wood. Take the individual blocks out of the built-
up tower and put them on top avoiding it collapses. We will print your 
logo on a label on the box.

 5,7 × 5,7 × 17 cm |  ETN1 4 × 2 |  K

50425
Wooden cobra game
Building a dice can be complicated - but relax - think before comple-
ting it - or just try. Your advertising will be printed on the cotton bag.

 4,5 × 4,5 × 4,5 cm |  S1 3 × 3 |  B

52697
Wooden Game Set
Game set in a wooden box consisting of chess, mikado, checkers and 
dominoes. The next game night completely in one box. We‘ll put your 
advertising on the box.

 16,5 × 16,5 × 3 cm |  S1 8 × 2 |  K
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5291153234

5262752628

53234
Wooden counting game
32-piece wooden counting game, delivered in an eco-friendly cotton 
bag. Your logo will be printed onto the bag.

 8 × 3,5 × 10 cm |  S1 3 × 3 |  B

52911
Puzzel wooden labyrinth
Puzzle wooden labyrinth with a metal ball. Patiently make your way 
through all the obstacles from start to finish. We put your advertising 
at stake.

 9 × 9 × 2,5 cm |  S1 6 × 2 |  K

52627
Plushtoy Cat
Fluffy plush cat in a sitting position with a shawl. A faithful companion 
for children. We will print your logo on the shawl.

 18 cm height |  TT1 3 × 2 |  N

52628
Plustoy Dog
Fluffy plush dog in a sitting position with a shawl. A faithful companion 
for children. We will print your logo on the shawl.

 18 cm height |  TT1 3 × 2 |  N
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91168
Keyring pendant with carabiner and metal plate
Keyring with fabric band, snap hook, and rivet metal tag for your laser 
engraving.

 15,7 × 3 × 0,5 cm |  L2 2 × 1,5 |  KS

90957
Keyring
Keychain with color ribbon and shiny metal plate, on which your logo 
is engraved.

 9,8 × 3,5 × 0,5 cm |  L2 3 × 2 |  KS

93235
RPET felt key ring
RPET felt loop keychain with key ring and reinforced ring. Your adver-
tising will be printed onto the felt part.

 14 × 3 × 0,6 cm |  TT1 7 × 2 |  N

91171
Retractable keyring with carabiner
Plastic keyring with a small snap hook, belt clip, and pull-out keyring. 
Ideal for attaching admission tickets, visitor passes, etc.  Your adverti-
sement will be printed on the coloured plastic area.

 8,7 × 3,4 × 1,5 cm |  T2 2,3 × 1,5 |  KS

REPT

EXPRESS

EXPRESS EXPRESS
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90477

97882

90367

92260

91583

03 04 05 06 09
90477
Keyring with shopping coin
Metal keyring with snap hook and shopping coin. We will engrave your 
logo on the silver side of the coin.

 ø 2,5 × 8,3 cm |  L2 1 × 1 |  P

97882
Metal keyring with shopping chip
High-gloss finished metal keyring containing a practical shopping cart 
chip. Your logo will be engraved.

 7,6 × 3,5 × 0,6 cm |  L2 1 × 1,5 |  KS

90367
Keychain with shopping coin and bottle opener
Metal keychain with shopping coin and bottle opener. Your logo will 
be laser engraved onto the body.

 9,7 × 2,3 × 0,5 cm |  L2 1,5 × 1 |  KS

92260
Metal keyring with bottle opener
Metal keyring with bottle opener, glossy chrome. Your logo will be 
engraved.

 8,2 × 3,2 × 0,8 cm |  L2 3 × 1,5 |  K

91583
Keyring with shopping cart chip
Metal keyring with integrated shopping cart chip. Your logo will be 
engraved.

 6 × 2,3 × 0,2 cm |  L2 4 × 1 |  KS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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97654 97881

92211 91396

91662 91426

97654
Metal keyring in house shape
„The Home“ keyring - in metal house shape with chain. Your logo will 
be engraved.

 10,3 × 3,5 × 0,6 cm |  L2 2,2 × 1 |  KS

97881
Metal keyring „HGV“
High-gloss finished metal keyring in HGV shape with black insert. Your 
logo will be engraved.

 9 × 3,5 × 0,3 cm |  L2 3 × 1,5 |  K

92211
Metal keyring
Metal keyring, round, chrome with shiny inner part. Your logo will be 
engraved.

 7 × 3,5 × 0,3 cm |  L2 ø 2 |  KS

91396
Keyring with wooden stick
Metal keyring with wooden piece. Your logo will be engraved on the 
wooden stick.

 8,4 × 2,4 × 0,5 cm |  L2 2,5 × 1,5 |  KS

91662
Oval key chain with wire loop
Oval key chain with wire loop

 3 × 0,6 × 7,2 cm |  L2 2 × 1 |  KS

91426
Round key chain with wire loop
Round key chain with wire loop

 2,6 × 0,6 × 7,2 cm |  L2 2 × 2 |  KS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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97885 91527

92270 92212

92273 92108

97885
Keyring with a black PU strap
Keyring with a black PU strap and a shiny metal plate. We will engrave 
your logo on the plate.

 8,8 × 2,1 × 1 cm |  L2 1,7 × 1,4 |  KS

91527
Keychain with bottle opener and 5 mini snap hooks
Keychain with bottle opener, polyester strap and 5 different colored 
mini snap hooks. Your advertisement will be engraved on the bottle 
opener.

 13 × 3,4 × 1,8 cm |  L2 2,5 × 1,5 |  N

92270
Metal keyring
„Wave“ metal keyring. Your logo will be engraved.

 8,6 × 3,5 × 0,6 cm |  L2 3 × 1,5 |  KS

92212
Metal keyring
Metal keyring, rectangular, chrome with matt-brushed inner part. Your 
logo will be engraved.

 8 × 3,5 × 0,4 cm |  L2 1,5 × 2,7 |  KS

92273
Metal keyring, rectangular
Metal keyring in rectangular design. Your logo will be engraved.

 7,7 × 2,3 × 0,3 cm |  L2 3,5 × 1,5 |  KS

92108
Metal keyring
Top seller - classic gift keyring perfect for engraving your logo.

 8 × 3,5 × 0,6 cm |  L2 2,7 × 0,9 |  KS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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91392
Slim lighter
Refillable electronic lighter with black head and adjustable jet flame. 
Your advertising will be printed on one side.

 2,5 × 1,2 × 7,9 cm |  T2 5 × 1,5 |  N

93167
Lighter with attachment for candles
Electronic lighter with black head and jet flame, refillable. The flame 
size is infinitely variable. Your logo will be printed on one side.

 2,5 × 1,8 × 12,2 cm |  T1 5 × 1,8 |  N

98741
Lighter „Gold bar“
Who does not want to get a gold bar? Smart automatic lighter in small 
gold bar shape. Refillable and single-packed in a black box* with trans-
parent window. We will engrave your logo on the back of the lighter.

 7 × 3,2 × 1,6 cm |  L3 4 × 1,5 |  K

EXPRESS
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93777
Lighter
Electronic lighter in fresh colors, refillable.  The flame can be adjusted 
continuously.  The advertising will be digitally printed (multi-colored) 
so that it is legible for right-handers.

 2,5 × 1,5 × 8,3cm |  DC0 6 × 1,8 |  N

90976
Matt USB lighter
Matt lighter made of plastic, it is charged through a USB cable, and 
lights without flame. We will print your logo on the lighter.

 3,9 × 1,6 × 7 cm |  T2 2,5 × 3 |  K

86016
Slim long metal electronic lighter
Classic elegant slim metal table lighter. We will engrave your logo 
centered on the lighter.

 17,6 × 1,5 × 1,1 cm |  L2 4,5 × 1 |  K

EXPRESS
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9089199011

90268

90891
Plastic ice scraper with brush
Ergonomic plastic scraper with removable scraper and brush for better 
cleaning of the windshield. Your advertisement will be printed on the 
brush.

 40,5 × 10 × 7,5 cm |  T3 4 × 2 |  P

99011
Parking disc with ice scraper
Parking disc with ice scraper and squeegee. We will print your logo on 
the white surface at the back.

 11,9 × 15,6 × 0,7 cm |  T4 7 × 10 |  P

90268
Ice scraper glove
Black polyester and fleece ice scraper glove to protect your hands 
against cold weather conditions. We will print your logo on the plastic 
scraper.

 38 × 16 × 2,4 cm |  T4 4 × 2 |  N
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9901298765

92567

04 05 10 66

99012
Ice scraper transparently frosted
Ice scraper transparently frosted. We will print your logo on the scra-
per.

 22,2 × 10,8 × 2,9 cm |  T3 5 × 3 |  N

92567
RPET gloves
Gloves made of RPET and soft acrylic with specially manufactured tips 
on the thumb, index and middle finger, which enable the operation of 
smartphones without taking off the gloves, an ideal winter gadget. 
Your advertising will be printed on the back of your hand.

 one size |  TT1 4 × 4 |  N

98765
Acrylic gloves with touch tops on two fingers
Using your smartphone while keeping your hands warm during winter 
- this is no problem with these touch screen gloves made of soft acryl 
with conductive tips on the thumb and index fingers. We will print your 
logo on a glove.

 one size |  TT2 5 × 5 |  N
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82692
Pocket knife with bamboo bowls and hanging loop
Stainless steel pocket knife with bamboo grip zone, safety lock and a 
hanging loop. We laser your logo onto the bamboo grip zone.

 9,9 × 1,2 × 2,2 cm |  L2 5 × 1 |  K

51899
11-Parts Stainless Steel Pocket Knife
11-Parts Stainless Steel Pocket Knife with 2 Saws, Scissors, Bottle- and 
Can Opener, Corkscrew, Rasp, Screwdriver et cetera. and wooden coa-
ting. Your Logo will be engraved onto the wooden coating.

 9,2 × 2,3 × 1,8 cm |  L2 4 × 1 |  K

50681
Pocket knife with safety lock
Stainless steel foldable pocket knife with safety lock. We will engrave 
your logo onto the handle.

 10 × 3,3 × 0,6 cm |  L2 4 × 2 |  K

59602
7-piece pocket knife
Elegant 7-piece pocket knife in aluminium. Your logo will be engraved.

 9,4 × 2,5 × 1,3 cm |  L2 3,5 × 1,2 |  K

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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93230 81419

8347983176

81419
Multifunction tool, stainless steel
High-quality stainless steel multi-tool with wooden grip in a black 
case. We will engrave your logo onto one handle.

 5,6 × 3 × 12,8 cm |  L3 1,5 × 0,5 |  E

93230
Multifunction tool bamboo
Multifunction tool made of stainless steel with bamboo shells and 
various tools such as pliers, knife, saw, screwdriver, file, etc. Your ad-
vertising will be engraved on one side of the handle.

 7,2 × 3,5 × 1,8 cm |  L2 4 × 0,8 |  K

83479
bamboo camping cutlery
Separable stainless steel camping cutlery with bamboo shells. Spoon, 
pocket knife and foil cutter on one side, can/bottle opener, fork and 
corkscrew on the other. Your logo will be engraved onto the bamboo 
shell.

 10,6 × 3,8 × 3,3 cm |  L2 5 × 1 |  K

83176
All-round work knife
All-round work knife including 4 blades and automatic blade change 
(40 x new blades). Your advertising will be placed on the back of the 
knife.

 16,5 × 2,1 × 4,2 cm |  T3 3 × 0,8 |  K

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
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8089583127

9879488002

80895
2m yardstick
Metric folding ruler made of plastic, 2 meters length (in cm.) Your ad-
vertisement will be printed directly on the ruler.

 23 × 3 × 1,5 cm |  DC1 6 × 2 |  N

83127
Screwdriver set
Screwdriver set with 24 magnetic precision slotted and cross bits made 
of stainless steel and holder in a plastic packaging to slide on. Your 
advertising will be printed on the box.

 16,6 × 6,7 × 1,8 cm |  T3 5 × 3 |  K

98794
Working gloves
The working gloves made of real leather and cotton protect from dirt, 
injuries, and cold, and are thus a must for all professional branches. We 
will print your logo on a glove.

 size 10 |  TT1 7 × 4 |  N

88002
25-piece tool case
Foldable 25-piece tool case, hard shell. We will engrave your logo on 
the center of the case.

 15,5 × 10 × 5 cm |  L3 4 × 2 |  KS

EXPRESS
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8083291183

9117393232

80832
COB light with bottle opener
Aluminum torch with magnetic base, clip, bottle opener, and COB bulb. 
Ideal for every craftsman. Your logo will be engraved.

 12,6 × ø 1,5 cm |  L2 3 × 0,7 |  K

91183
Headlamp
COB head light with adjustable rubber band and 3 watts power. The 
lamp has a still, flashing, and dimmable light function. Your advertise-
ment will be printed on the front of the lamp.

 adjustable |  T3 3 × 0,5 |  K

91173
COB lamp
COB construction or work lamp made of plastic with 10 watts of power, 
3 lighting functions (floor, SOS and flashing) and a fold-out handle for 
putting down or carrying.Your ad will be printed above the light.

 13,7 × 4 × 10,2 cm |  T3 2 × 0,7 |  K

93232
5m steel measuring tape
Steel measuring tape with a length of 5m, robust plastic housing with 
bamboo middle part, permanent stopper and wrist strap. Your adver-
tising will be printed onto the bamboo part.

 6,5 × 3,5 × 6,5 cm |  L2 ø 4 |  K

EXPRESS

5 x Knopzelle inkl.3 x UM4 exkl.
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8118588757

8038788422
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81185
LED flashlight with 3 different light functions
LED flashlight made of aluminum with 3 different light functions (still, 
SOS and flashing light), a power of 10 watts and a wrist strap. Your ad-
vertising will be engraved on the flashlight.

 ø 3,6 × 13,6 cm |  L2 3,5 × 1,5 |  K

80387
Magnetic flexible telescope torch
Magnetic flexible telescope torch with 3 LED, the head is flexible and 
magnetic, perfect for getting metal things out of the tightest places. 
Telescope approx. 60 cm. We will laser engrave your logo onto the 
rectangle on the handle.

 17,2 × ø 2,1 cm |  L2 4 × 0,5 |  K

88757
Torch with 3 batteries in a box
Very bright torch made of aluminum, with 9 LEDs and practical hand 
lug, supplied inclusive batteries in a box*. Your logo will be laser-eng-
raved on the smooth center area.

 8,6 × ø 2,5 cm |  L2 2,5 × 1 |  K

88422
Torch with 14 LEDs in a box
This massive metal torch with 14 LEDs and extra-bright light is com-
fortable to hold thanks to the chequered knob. Your logo will be eng-
raved on the square on the grip.

 12,3 × ø 3,5 cm |  L2 3 × 1 |  K

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

4 x button cell incl.

3 x UM4 incl.

3 x UM4 incl.

3 x UM4 incl.
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90737
Pocket torch in key chain
Pocket torch in plastic with 1 LED and keyring. We will print your logo 
directly on the torch.

 12 × ø 1,3(2,3) cm |  T2 2,5 × 0,5 |  P

80585
Night light in the shape of a star
Color changing LED night light in star shape. Decorative in every be-
droom or children‘s room. Your advertising will be printed on the light.

 8 × 5 × 7,5 cm |  T3 3 × 1 |  K

92311
keyring with white LED
Two-colour key chain with white LED light. We will print your logo on 
the center.

 9,6 × 2,4 × 0,8 cm |  T2 4 × 1 |  K

81816
Multitool with Keyring
Metal Multitool with Keyring, LED-Light, Flat- and Srewdriver, Bottle 
Opener and Knife. Your Logo will be engraved onto the black surface.

 9 × 2,9 × 1,5 cm |  L2 4 × 0,8 |  K

Everything glows

EXPRESS

2 x button cell incl.

2 x button cell incl.
3 x button cell incl.

3 x button cell incl.
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10764
Ball pen with colored LED light
Plastic ball pen with colored LED light, blue writing refill, metal clip, 
touch pen function, and rubber grip. We will engrave your logo on the 
pen so the LED light shines through, matching the colors of the trimms.

 15,5 × ø 1,2 cm |  L1 3 × 0,6 |  P

20752
DIN A5 notebook with integrated LED light and powerbank
DIN A5 notebook with integrated 4000 mAh powerbank, various po-
ckets, pen loop, mobile phone holder and USB charging cable. The 
highlight: rubberized magnetic lock with coloured LED light, so your 
logo will shine anywhere. We will engrave your logo on the lock.

 16,3 × 3 × 22,5 cm |  L3 3 × 2 |  K

10765
Ball pen with white LED
Plastic ball pen with white LED light, blue writing refill, metal clip, 
touch pen function, and rubber grip. We will engrave your logo on the 
pen so the LED light shines through.

 15,4 × ø 1,2 cm |  L1 3 × 0,6 |  P

Luminous advertising
EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

3 x button cell incl.

3 x button cell incl.

A5 - 4.000 mAh
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Aprons 69
Backpacks 52-53,67
Bags 10-14,51-62
Ballpens 16-24,134
Bar accesories 84-85,88-89
Bird/insect house 68
Blankets 6,67
Bottleopener 80
Bottles 90,105,108-115
Candles 4
Cans 90,94,105-107
Christmas accesso-
ries 5-15
Clocks 34-35,39
Cooling bags 60-62
Corkscrew 81
Cotton bags 55-58
Cup 101-104

Desk accessories 33-35,38
Fitness 116
Games 117-119
Gift sets 14-15
Headphones 36
Hipflasks 86-87
Humidifier 4
Ice scraper 126-127
Keyrings 120-123
Kitchen accessories 71-79
Knives 70-71,128-129
Lighters 124-125
Lunchboxes 63-65
Mugs 8, 91-100
Notebooks 27-31,134
Pencils 5,25
Picnic baskets 66

Powerbanks 31-33,134
Rain jackets 44
Safety items 44-45
Safety vests 44
Speaker 37
Sticky marker 26
Table lamp 4
Tools 6,129-131
Torches 131-133
Travel accessories 46-50
Umbrellas 40-43
Wine accessories 81-83
Wireless charger 33-35
Writing sets 16-19

Textdefinition 

Original text

 : Artikelgröße
 : Print group, print size 
 : Packing 

packs : K= box, P= poly bag, NWP= non-woven bag, 
VP= velor bag, N= not individually packed

Itemnumber

10067
Metal ballpoint pen with touch function  
Metal ballpoint pen with touch function at the tip of the 
pen. We will laser your advertising to the right of the clip

 14,5 × ø 1 cm |  L1 5 × 0,6 |  P

10067

 14,5 × ø 1 cm |  L1 5 × 0,6 |  P

Art. 9999300 UM 3  
Super heavy duty battery
1,41 €/pc.

Art. 9999400 UM 4  
Super heavy duty battery
1,14 €/pc.

General information

All rights to the logos and brands shown are the sole property of the respective copyright 
holders.   
*= This is packaging that is used to protect the item and is not to be regarded as gift packaging.   
**= Initial advertising costs are per printing point and per printing colour.  If a multi-colored 
print or digital print or an embroidery is specified in the item description, the advertising costs 
are only incurred once.   
Sale only to traders or similar institutions.  All prices are ex works plus 
statutory VAT. Our general terms and conditions apply, which can be 
found on our website or we can send them to you on request.

A-Z index Page Page Page

Goods are dispatched from our 
warehouse within 48 hours with 
advertising.  Or faster

EXPRESS
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